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The real good boy often be- the result that in the end they
comes
the good-for-nothing boy, get into the habit of lookIt was a success despite the
The successful contestants and said Judge
Willis Brown, of ing only for rocks in the chanDr. T. J. Henslee is again the Iweleomed back to his old
ditions.•
the school from-which they had Utah, at a-luncheon of
homes
the Row nel Weeled with the sign
owner of Newberg, in the lan-fby many
- It Walls s.uccess_ tVaroWtIte are given below:- Gunter's Flat
.
'
tary
Club
Chicago
in
recently: `Don't." They sometimes have guageof-the urehin, "lock, stock
kieks and knocks. :
77
'7-won thelargest number of'prizes We try to build up the
Leap
feat
Mali
is
Lic4iiiir
boy on a reason to remember the location and -barrel." In a deal, closed
it was a splendid crowd of Beat
essay on the "Value of a'trading stamp basin. Goodness of some of the rocks in the
ern farms.
chan- the put week by Finney &Ryan,
young America, full of vim, vi- Busines
Ciunty Court Clerk Broach is
s Education." E. K. without achievements may grow nel of life, but unlike the
supply Its Node. Illioreover
river Mr. C. H. Bradley transferred
gor and vinegar.
Spann, Hint.
in
receipt of official notice fron•
a
pauper,
e largely bred (MIR our na•
just
as
readily
as bad. pilot, they do not know where the property at Newberg to Dr.
Had weather conditions been
a. Thia will be a -slow salt
Befit essay on "Five or More mem with achievements
the
office of Collector Josh Grifmay the rocks are not. That knowl- Henslee in which Mr. Bradley
favorable old Murray town would Insects
the moat expensive Method
fith
to the effect that the "war"
found
in
Calloway
Counform
a
criminal.
Aside
from edge can only be acquired becomes the owner of the Reuben
e rut!. but It la the only one
have "busted wide, open" witbity Destructive of Agricultur
al the individual life, the good pau- thriugh a lifelong habit of Falwell farm, south of the city, revenue tax of 50c heretoforere.
prove pra.. t
these splendid young f°1k s of Products and how to Extermi- per may do as much moral dam- self-reliance and independe
quired on marriage license bonds
re right that the southern
nce. recently purchased by Mr. HensCalloway
county. But no knock- nate Them."-Ist, Herbert
441e a horse weighing 2.200
has
been rescinded by the treasWall,
age,
by
the
influence
of
exam- Once upon a time our folks lee, a five-acre tract in the Mc.
,ound_a_ asul_that such an anting, even on the weather. The Jr.,
ury
Murray:
departmen
t and is not to be
2nd.
Rinly_liti
pie,
k•
as
the
bad
achiever.
be bred up from our mate owned a big dog of doubtful Elrath addition to the city and
crowd of several hundred chil- stead, Gunter's
fccollected
In
Flat.
•Ishlug sea to 1.000 pounds,
the
future. The 50r
I
am,
first,
for
the
boy who breed, Who made a great display a cash consideration. Mr. Braddren here last Saturday were Best essay
rent that the airee must he
can now be applied on the puron "How to Xeep does good things; second, for the of courage whenever he happen- ley delivers to Dr.
Henslee the
born boosters and not a knocker the Boy on the Farm." draft breeds. It then seems
lierbert boy who does bad things, and ed to catch sight of a small Wil- farm, store, stock, mill, resi- chase price of some household
that the horse needed on
bunch,
and they came Myers, Gunters Flat.
la the
necessity for the newly weds-third, for the boy who is only dog owned by our next door dence, live stock, in fact,
farms Is a draft horse. The
here
to
measure
lances with felall of rubber nipples,
*aut.)
•
the
forturr• has ntuelt
Best Mayonnaise Dressing passably good and does nothing. neighbor. A rickety picket fence Newberg, to Dr.
cantos flannel or
Henslee. Mr.
low students from every nook made of Wesson
°wards a draft horse that a,
somethin
g
of
the
Doris
The
aortal • last
is
the
most
hopeless. separated the two back yards, Bradley has been in possession
has toward a red nag. het -and cranny of the county.
Jennings; 2nd, Mary-WHIM:soak There is too much coddling.
IC) _bint the qulethig thought
and that fence seemed to be the of the property at Newberg for
Stovall Sells Out.
The first endeavor to hold a M urray.
nil draft horse, them. times.
• If the boy is lazy it is a dis. lifesaver of the little bulldog only a few months, but owing to
county
school fair was a rousing Best Doughnut
J ,1;(141
more and
pnitt)(IN
oW
s.--Vatus Tay- ease. If he is untruthful his whenever the big mongrel bro- business connections with
Mayfield, Ky', Jan. 10.-T. L_
the
success, and the undertaking, in
the type of horse we have
lor.
Gunter's
Flat.
teeth need repairing. If he is a ught up against it with the force firm for whom he has been trav- Stovall has disposed of his .,111•I Is really not a draft tom.
terrible weather condi; Best
face
of
Biscuits.--Sadie Padgitt, truant, his teacher is at fault of a battering ram in his mad eling for many years, he
sf• with etifEclent drift blood
did not terest in die department store tceflorist, opened the eyes of a good- Gunter's Flat.
him the Mae teilutrod , do
if
falls
he
into
evil
ways
the
reand
feet
furious
rushes
inclined
toward
the
to
give
the
New- i bis partner. Thomas li. McGuire,
number
of
ly
Rip Van Winkles Best Loaf
I economical farm won.Cake-let, Sadie sponsibility is shifted to the bil- inoffensive bull. One day the berg proposition his entire
ive Farmer.
time and will leave in the next few
realizatio
n that there is in Cal- Padgitt, Gunters
to
Flat. •'
liard
room or the tango dance. unexpected happened. The old and decided to dispose of the weeks for Tampa, Fla., to
spend
--lowers sturdy stock front wPuico
Bear-Layer
ta,thcse remarks the judge fence broke as the big dog lung- property.
several months. Mr. Stovall has.
DEWBERRIES IN SOUTH
the future citizenship is to be Wells, Gunters Flat.
shows that he knows something ed against it. The charge, which
Messrs. Finney & Ryan are I been in the mercantile business
beilded.
_
Best girl speller 14 to 18 years of the boy question. Be is cer- began with a fierce growl, ended justly proud of the
•
es Especially Well on Light.
big deal just in Mayfield for twenty-five years.
They
came to contest, one with of age.-Reba Brown, Flint.
y Soil—Plan for Healthy ;
tainly not far off the mark when in a yelp of canine surprise and closed by them. This firm has He intimated that he probably
Canes Next Year.
the other, and the victorious left Best girl speller under
10 years he stated there is too much cod. pain as the little bull rushed in been increasing its business
each 4 would re-enter business hetes.
with the hearty good wishes of --Marie Wilkerson
, Hazel.
rries can be grown to advan•
dling, which really means too to resent what appeared to be 'Year since the organization
in later.
vanquishe
the
d, and with the
Imost all parts of the South.
_
Best boy speller under 10 'ears much watching. The boy or girl an invasion of territory and 1809 until the
year
just
passed!
PlanKandy
land.
parting
shot, "bet you can't -Chas. Taylor, Clunters
y en light.
Held
to
Circuit
Court.
Flat.
who is watched from morn un- grabbed the big dog by the fore- they transferred property in
ti siarted by setting out the
Call
do'er again next year." Upon
Best cap and apron. Genella til night and met at every turn leg. Hells rushed to the aid of loway of the
value of $151,00000
.. The examining W el of Jesse
every hand it was- agreed that' ThoinfOn, Murray.
• lightwood stakes seven
With that never-ending caution The astonished victimlefore the A. firm that can increase ifs
outCalloway
the
1.f- ames Bland, of near Linton, folCounty School Fair
make gond supports for the
Best home made rug.--Sadie d "don't" can hardly be expect- , bull managed to obtain a stran- put each
year for several con-Ithe cutting of Bob Bogard
Welt are )1sually ty:Ined about
had come to stay, and in the Padgitt, Gun ters Flat.
about
ed to have an opportunity to cut- 'gle hold. Our dog then made secutive years is entitled to
es -and tied -at the top.
seasonabl
thel
more
e
fall
three
weeks
months
of
ago,
was
held
here
Best made dress from Pictorial tivate self-reliance,
dewbnry is very subject to
fast time for home and was nev. confidence and esteem of the before
1916.it is expected that the lar- Review pattern,.- Obera
County
Judge
mgr. a.disetose which_.destrova
Hooks
yesWells, "Don't do this," and "Don't er known to again approach that public, and they have every
'h, it is a good practice to cut
rea- Iterday, and after hearing the
gest gathering of children ever Murray.
do that," is the- bane of the aye fated deadline,
barn alter...the fruiting sesson,,
son to believe that the year just evidence, Bland was held to
witnessed in Calloway county
anBest tatting by girl under ten erage- boy's life. Restraining in- The fence had been his "don't" entering
of the plant above ground.
will be the best in theirlswer to the next grand jury in
. will be brought together in a years.-Mary Francis
h-grade .fertilizer thould then
Davis, fluence will eventually form a so long that he had made the career. Property
placed with the sum of $250, which bond he
led and the vines cultivated
; similar undertaking.
Murray.
mistake
of
bad
depending
habit.
on
It
it
will
be
once
looked
them
for
ly ditrIng tfie rest of the sea- •
sale
for
is
always
given lexected. Bogard has about reCome back next fall, kids, and
Best doll dress by girl under and depended upon as a life
reduce new, bealthy canes for
too
often.
Then
came
the
time
personal
line
attention,
and
where
• covered.- Cadiz Record.
we will,ahave the time of our 10 years.-Vivian Cathcart,
ar's crop.
Lone stretched at the edge of the dan- when the restraint was not there values are commensurate
with
lives. Stay right up behind that Oak.
cities, raspberries and strawger zone. Some day that fond, to hold him in check and he re- prices a buyer is generally found. For Sale. - Registered Duroein
can be groiti to at
teacher of yours and if he goes
pigs, 2 menths old; females only.
Voungest
wearing
boy
Buster
hetweeu
middles
pecau trues.
c
Mr. Bodine Henslee has gone
to knocking put a crimp in his: Brown shoes.--Leon Bourland, coddling parent will not be there ceived his first lesson which
'
--N.
M. Lassiter, Murray, Ky.,
brought
him to grief.
with the saving cry of "Don't"
to Newberg to take charge of
crumpled horn, make him be- Murray.
Route
5.
1132`
REASONS FOR DAIRYING - live that you and
and the trusting child will take
It is the same way with those the business and will devote his
your school;
Youngest
girl
wearing
Buster
the fatal step which will unex- men who in boyhood were held whole time to its affairs. He is , Will Bynum and wife left Monare the best -what is" and look I
ough Gutter. Milk and Crean,
forward to the next school fair. ecmthrood on Page
t.loIttmrt- pectedly land him in trouble, be- in constant restraint. When the known to every citizen of that,day for Paducah where they will
uced in Louisiana to Supply
Demand!: of Farmers.
cause he relied on the life line restraint is removed, the first section of the county and will be remain for several months.
- •which is not there.
impulse is the abuse of liberty.
M. exr.w‘l.t.Nrr:11. Loulslar•
,
Most of the men of the milk In the end their future will de1
Atio.e i'nivorolt
• people will no doubt be surand water variety whom I have peed on the kind of a dog which
_to leant Abut _tbete_
. not _
ogsheads Tobacco _Unsold known were graduates of the . happens to be on the other side
and cream pro'
Louisiana to rupply the peo•
coddling college. Many of them of the fence when they accident. .
state. to Say
the ..aruis of t
plainly show, in middle age. ally or intentionally break thro•
Association sales for the year lugs, but there remains very fey'
of ,atintdying our Email and'
that
they sadly miss the hand of ugh. If it happens to be a bullLouisville, Ky., Jan. 10-Keen ' would be called. Members of
1915. O,090 hogsheads.
hogsl.eads in the unsold stocks, kind restraint
which safely steer- dog, the lesson is too severe and surprile-e-accompanied by consid- the
rrl-therrTtlittninten are enjoy.
board said a called meeting
Associatio
and
these
n:unsold stocks Janare common.
proaJ realized' bY PrOducing
ei their course in early life. they become timid and uncertain erable speculation as to the
probwas
probable and the concensue
uary
southern
1, 1916, 325 hegsheads 1914 The weather for the past week When they are deprived
;:nd selling it to our
of that for the balance of their lives. able cause, exists among local of opinion
• for la cents per mend w114.9
was the resignation
crop.
1 has been unfavorable for handl- guiding help, on which they
are Or if it is an enemy easily over- 1 members of the Baptist State would rot
• Ptoduce butter and milt
be accepted without
Association unsold stccks Jan- ing loose tobacco and receipt and taught to depend, they- are like l come, the "bully class" is
then they. If for no other
develBoard
of
Missions
as
a
result
of
efforts
to
persuade
the secretary
Luulalana farmers should enuary 1, 1016. 125 hogsheads 1913 sales have been small. There a ship without a rudder. They oped and they will be encourage
d the tendered resignation of the to change his decision.
dairying to supply theirowr
was a loose floor sale here on the cannot steer a safe course, be- to break down restraints of evcrop.
Rev. De. W. D. Powell, execu- In his letter to the boord memEstimated unsold independent 5th, about 50,000 pounds being cause the necessity for steering ery kind in future in search of tive head of the board of mis- bers-, Dr. Powell
announce
ES FOR STORING COTTON stocks in the western distrist, sold. Prices for lugs ranged at all came to them too late in easy conquests, until they event- sions the .past nine years. In has formed the rcaolution s he
to tenfrom
2
to
cents.
Leaf
from
3è
life.
ually meet their Waterloo, whieh letters to the thirty-two mem- der his
750 hogsheads.
resignatio
n
"after
Conti
much
. ruction 4,1 Structure De
14 to 8i Cents. 'Lugs were a few
A lady passenger on a Missis- always comes to those who have bers of the board, located here
s Rate of insurance Paid on
thought and prayer." Express!bids
stronger
than
last
week,
sippi
seaniboat once asked the not been taught by experience and out in the state, Dr. Powell
Staple It Contains.
ing regret at giving up the work
The aseociation reports sales and long leaf was also stronger,
pilot how he managed to remem- the wisdom of the middle course, advanced no reasons for his dehe says he "will slip out with as
hogsheads
14
of
of
leaf
this
week
•earceet desianing -ot a cotttut_
otherwise the market was . un- ber the location of all the rocks..
Beware of the "don't habite!!es.cision to sever connections with litVe noise as possible." _Dr.
use is of much importance. be. at prices ranging from Th to 10`changed.
A great part of the "I don't know where they are. the
upon the construction of the cents. 'You will note
"over-coddling habit" and the mission work.
Powell does not know what he
from
the
!
tobacco
that
is being sold loose madam," answered the pilot. the 12ever-watc
Maurease depend, the rateof
"The
reason_
fq
hing
tte_
disease"
step
I
if
will do in the future, he stated
above
report
that
they
have
450;is in too soft order, and practic- "I know where they are not."
harrod for the cotton inside It.
you 'ant to raise successful boys have taken is person' between in the letter. After pointing
avertme Insurance rate, it is hogsheads in the district still to;ally all of it is poor
and badly That is the trouble with these and girls. Let
the- buildings now in use it sell, and I estimate the
them enjoy free. the board and myself," said Dr. out the prosperous condition unindepenmixed.
Only
a
small
per cent over coddled children who are dow while they can
Ii as two dollars a year on $1001
and you will Powell last night. Rumors of der which the board is operating
dent stocks, which are scattered;showing size and quality. The
(lard warehouses. properly pr
watched like young criminals have less difficulty in keeping alleged friction between t h e
the letter states the secretary
by automatic sprinkler erillip• through private storage houses, bulk of the loose tobacco
selling and hedged in with 'don'ts'Ivith them at home.
board and its secretary were de- has gathered together permathis rate could be reduced to :15 and public warehouses, at
750; is selling at 5 to 7 for the leaf,
on $100.
nounced as false by Louisville nent funds amounting to approxhogsheads. This makes a totallwith the lugs ranging frook 2 to
a cerione fp.ct that many of the
board members as well as by Dr. imately te00.000. His salary is
oesea ncni—tn use cost more to of about 1,200 hogsheads of the 3i cents.
$2,600 a year, according to the
than if they had been made tc 1913 and 1914 crops unsold. It
There is more stir in the couns
m to the standards.
P.wie
i
H
.
tribute
g
ih
is
paid to the a- letter.
is impossible to tell what the in- try with
many buyers in the field
Of the thirty•two members of
Dr.
bility
of
Powell
and the work
ependent sales over the district but sales
G• round Feed for Hogs. •
have been light. The
the
board, eleven reside in the
has
he
done
for
the
Baptists
of
eitor•
were during ihe-Year• but
city oi Lquisville.
pricesen-theeeounery--for--crepe- The --death of Prof. CT,
(Prof.-Th
state
roop-was
princi
no finished for the market. the timate
the
.13vboard-members
them to be about the same range from 5 to
of ground feed beeemes more
S cents for leaf Throop occurred at his home in the Murray school during the
)who said his resignation eame
Fara/ay.-Back.
associatio
the
n,
which
is
aative, since there will be leow
and 2 cents for lugs. The great- Kenton last Friday. He had been-,early 90s, and after the death flike a -thunderbolt from a clear
I.• ut 3,000 hogsheads, The
mattea it neeeseto
-°-er part of the leaf selling below 'afflicted for some time with par- of Logan Curd, former publisher'sky. Prior to the receipt
e enteral te•he firrniahed with
of the
J. W. Pirer. of Fulton, and
cco business has been so de- 7, and very little of
the leaf sell- alysis. It will be remembered of the Ledger. Prof. Throop pur- 1 secretary's letter, there had been Mrs. Sadie
centrated. easily digested ratiewo
Buck, of Dukedom.
during
oralized
the
past
year
ing
e upbuildtng of fatty tissue.
below 5 cents. We have had that a few years ago he was chased the property, but aftec a no intimation that Dr.
were
Powell
married
at Union City on
t iL has been impossible tele continuous wet spell now for president Of W. T. College, of very brief experience as
pub- even considered such P step, said December 23rd, Judge
seta Cream -or- Milk Sweet.
accurate statistics, but the,seree weeks sled
Kinnie
tobacco hanging this place. He recently made usher sold the properti to John members of the board.
k begina to sour within a
officiating. The bride is a well
ye report is approximately / in the bars has
es after it is taken from the
been, practically two European tours. When he Mc Meloan and J. Lundy Dale.
Unless a special meeting of known and popular lady in the.
erect.
f it is not cooled. The bacterin
all of it, too soft to keep, and retired from teaching he chose Prof. Throop moved from Murrause -areteng
board is called. to consider'Dukedom section, where she has
the
-do tint thrive Ur
•
There has been considerable the majority of the farmers are to make Kenton his home, where
milk. Therefore, to—keep your
ray to Trenton, Tenn., where he the resignation of Dr. Powell, made her home. The
groom is.uiry for the long rehandling stripping and hanging their crop he had proelerty interests. The resided for several
ox. cream sweet, cool it without
years and no *ether' can be taken send' the a leading liveryman and
populares'of,
leaf, but stocks of this in order to get thin:.in theprop- burial was at Keeton.' A wife was in charge
of the schools. lie'regulaermarterty meeting'date, business than of Fulton,
hie-.
ed are pretty well exhaosted.-er keepino
-Ken- and oneson, George.! sure'etre---made,many friends during his March 7. Dr. Powell
ss
4Macti
!Mai
nessr
said
he
-oa
cad
Pr
ourtil
ere is ilia° some inquiry for , nedy, Paducah.
4. •
Dyer, Tenn.,' Reporter.
residence here.)
not believe a siNeeisi meeting street.-Fulton Leader.
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BRITISH GIVE UP
ALL OF GALUPOLI

INDEMNITY

IS

OFFERED

S.
Neve Proposals Resolved from
LeISManie Case May End Controversy—Tension Lessens.

Gorman,

Wird

UUT

Wild Scenes of Enthusiasm When
Measure Peosee House ef Corn.
mons On First Reading.

TWO

ENGLAND

FACES

"California Syrup of Figs" can't
harm tender stomach,
liver and bowels.

ARRESTS ARE MADE

N'T DO
HER WORK

CRISIS

Says Condition Was So Serious
Little Daughter Had to Take
Charge of Work, But
C,ardui Helped.

GARRISONS' DEFENSE PLAN

s

see-

FRUIT LAXATIVE
FOR SICK CHILD

Amid scenes of wild eft
Washington —Two communications
London
thusleam, the House of Commons has
front tiorruany have leached the Unitfirst reeding of en* govern
ed States, one containing a proposal to
PERSONS ARE nitPoRT. passed the
TROOPS ARE WITHDRAWN FROM pay an indemnity for the Americans THIRTEEN
compulsory military eery
for
bill
went
morneach
hot
watee
of
Glass
- —
TO HAVE SEEN KILLED IN
ED
vote of 403 to 106
decisive
the
by
THE
PENOF
PART
ice
welch
THE
LAST
diseater,
last in the Lusitania
ing helps us look and feel
after giving
realises,
of
mother
outside
*very
lievelopetents
sOSION.
Erl
111
Throughout
ay bring negotlatittns on that en
clean, sweet, freak
INSULA.
Parliament the debate in the House her children "California Syrup of
ject to a conclusion. and the other con
Ideal laxative,
has forged steadily ahead. It wee re- rigs" that this is their
saytag assurances that Garman subtarts
its
pleasant
Of
love
lord
they
first
because
Balfour,
J.
A.
and
for
e
served
Happy. Might alert—rigortis
marine commanders operating in the
to close the debate In and It thorouttly cleanses the tender
admiralty,
the
vivecioue--• geed clear akin, a natnonnot
torpedo
would
Mediterranean
behalf of the go‘ernment, end he did little stomach, liver and bowels with.
ural. rosy tleimplezion and freedom
combatant ships of any character with•
in a persuasive appeal of half an out griping.
It
from Mesas are assured only by clam,
out warning them and according safeWhen cross, Irritable, feverish, or
of Finishing Mills For High hour, which roused the lagging spirits
Explosion
healthy blood. It only every women Since Retirement Front Armee end
ty to their passengers and crews
the advocates of the bill and turn- breath is bad, stomach sour, look at
Carof
and likewise every man could realise
at
Powder
Smokeless
Grade
The communications were delivered
Salve Bay No Strategic Advsned the tide of adversity which had the tongue, mother' If coated, give e,
the wooden of drinking phosphated
ney's Point Shakes SurroundSecretary longing by Count von
to
Tip
the
Occupying
fa
-----tegs
been running steadily against tho teaspoonful of this barmiest. "fruit
hot "attar ildet horning. what a grit-- ernatortf. the German =based*?
4eg Country.
-•
measure through the debate end the laxative," and in • few hours all the
Wittig change Illeald take place.
of Land. '
• secretary trnmedtately-SeS416111111foul, constipated waste, your bile and
outside events of the day.
Instead of the thousands of sickly,
President Alison.
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quise d'Erclignac, the Colliteeee de la
affairs so easily as are Hiram M. Brock,
fire losses in Kentucky and to bue an
both
of
Harlan
hands
to
He
the
Introofficer:
the upper classes.
len its little system Is full
Stains and Miss Redmond The peesduced a resolution in the senate direct- agent's profits upon his services to
"It's nearly noon," she said, "and
oat sore, has stomach-ache,
*nu of the young man would have
"Monsieur le Capitaine," said the ing that the
the community as refleceyd in low fire
superintendent of public
you don't forget that you have prom'
Indigestion. colle-remembeen agreeable if it had not twee for
servant, his simple face raised to his printing place before
losses and not alone, as now, upon the
the senate all of
lied to lunch with us, do you. Wm:
his jealousy and his unhappiness.
master's, "I am going to be mar- the bills Incurred
volume of his business.
d "Inside cleaning" should
by the state for
sieur le Capitaine?"
ried,"
the Omit treatment given.
They played piquet together. flabprinting
In
1916
Senator
Brock
said
Sabron, bending over her hand, asSabron wheeled around:
Talk about light,
of mothers keep "California
ton, In his right mind, thinner and
"Moe that he has been informed that the State to Pay [swoon.
sured her that he had not forgotten. brave Ilrunet, when?"
rigs" handy; they know a
fluffy,
paler, neverthelees very much of a
tempting and
whatsoever,
Without
authority
any
state
printing bills amount to more
Then his eyes traveled to her comtoday urea • sick child
Brunet grinned sheepishly.
Man. now smoked his cigarettes Mid
wholesome oily Rolls,
In the opinion of Atteniey General
than
litineotr)
annually,
and
"if
in.
that
panion. Miss Redmond wore a very
"In Ave years, Monsieur le Capt. formation la Correct they
Ste his three meals a day. He took a
Ask at the store for • Sta
Cakes,Biscu ttssod other
are Just M. M. Logan, and Special Assistant
simple dress, as was her fashion, but tame,"
walk every day.and was
it which tn. superior officer twice as much as they should be." Attorney General John C. Duffy, mem•
e of "California Syrup et -good things! My! but
.
the
young
officer
from
Africa,
who had laughed heartily:
leave the Orient. Tremont said:
h has directions for beibles.
Having been connected in an official tier of the last General Asseeibly, and
•
1s she an infant, are you edueale capacity with the Eastern
"I think, Sabfon, that we can sail not seen her near by until now and
If all ages and grownups
Kentucky resident of Hopkinsville, the Kentucky
who had only caught a glimpse of her Int her?"
this week."
the bottle. Adv.
Normal
school
Senator
Brock said that Illiteracy Commission, of which Mrs.
------Sabron looked at him questioningly. across the opera house, thought that
"When one Is the eldest of a wid• there Werebistanees when the school Cora Wilson Stewart, of Morehead, is
he
had
never
seen such a beautiful ow," said lirunet with,
BAKING
A a Serious Matter.
"You are going, than, too-t"
a sigh, "and had printing done at onenald'the cost the head and guiding genius, has
e comedian, once stumbled
"Of course," said the young noble- dress in all his life, It was made of the eldest of ten children-"
drawn from the State Treasury, since
paid
under
the
state
printing
contract,
•ICertainly beats the band
of woodenware la front of
man heartily. "We are going together. soft gray cloth and fitted her closely,
The clock struck the quarter. Kat) but that owing to the statutes and the July, 1914, the sum of $1,48r, 82. The
char sure results — for
whereupon the shopkeeper
money was used in payment of tele'
You know I am going to take you and in the lapel of her mannish little ron knew the story of the widow and contract the printing had to be
done
buttonhole she wore a few l'arma vio- ten
purity,' reconomy and
phone
bark In my yacht."
and
telegraph tolls, postage,
children by hurt.
by
the
printers.
state
In
seconding
lets. lie recognized them. They had
wholesome ba k i ng 2.1
me near 'kicking tahe.buckett "Is the taxi at the duet"
Sabron hesitated and then said:
the motion Senator Zimmerman said printing and the salary of a /tenet&
come from a bunch that he had sent
Tell
your mother to tryl,
mister."
whet.
In
expenditures
going
over
"Yes,
Monsieur
le
CapItaine."
"No, won 'deux, if you will excuse her the night
that he thouelit an investigation of
before. He kissed her
. Calumet Baking Powsaid Finn, quite comp*
Pitchoune gave a sharp bark.
me I think I .halt-retain faithful to hand, and they
this report is very important, gad if it made by the commission in detail,
stood talking together,
der on the monv-back
only turned a little pale."
"You are not invited," mid hi. mho* was found that the state wu paylpg one item of $96 for telephone tolls was
the old line of travel. I have an ldsa he
three of them, for a few moments, -Mr critillY,
guarantee.
and Went gayly out, his too nitre's for its printing step, would found. It Ix said that use of the longthat I am pet in yachting trim."
Pitchoune stationing himself . a salResaved Hiehest Awards
sword hitting against the Mare.
be taken to remedy the situation. The distance telephone lines has been lavTremont was not toe dull lO
tine by Miss Redmond's sid .
ish, in one instance Mrs. Stewart hay.
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•
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•
•
noticed his friend's change of attitude
•
The Marquise d'Esclignac
IN Shp
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e.
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Having
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stenographers
toward him. He smoked for a few
, doorThe Marquise d'Esclignae gave a
young girl rose as well, and they
keepers and extra pages on hand for a of the commission from a far distant
moments and then said:
brilliant
little
dinner
to
colonel
the
walked on together.
state for the purpose of having a tele1 "When we get bark to Paris I want
of Sabron's squadro
There were number of sessions, the legislators are gram sent to some point in Kentucky
"Mei enfants," said the Marquise
wondering
how
they
will
through
get
present a general o
-SO have-tbe- pleasure of introducing
several men
d'EsclIgnac, "don't go with your usual of
Oeu to my fiancee."
distinction, an arno
the guests the session withoit extra help. Rep- Amendment Is Necessary.
rush,
Jolla.
Remember
that
Monsieur
edition Was So Serious
Sabron dropped his cards.
were the Duc de Tremont and Madame resentative Perry, of Louisville, offered
de Sabron is not as strong as HerIt is probable that a bill will have
de la Maine. Sabron, when he found a resolution in the house, which he
"Introducing me'" be repeated.
rules yet. I will follow you with
Daughter Had to Take
Then putting out his hand, said colshimself at table, looked at everything thinks will solve the problem. It pro- to be passed providing for engineers
Pitchoune."
- Call,: '71tnew
as though In a dream. Julia Redmond vides for the appointment of a com- of the plants at the state prisons.
you were to be feliciLarge of Work, But
But she spoke without knowledge of sat opposite
State Auditor Greene declined to issue
tated, old fellow."
him. He had sent her mittee to confer with Gov, Stanley and
dog.
the
a
warrant for the salary of C. C. ColNow
feeling
that
seine
unthe
heads
of
the
other
departments
flowers
to
Tremont shook his hand warmly.
and she wore them in her
Cardui Helped.
wonted happiness had suddenly burst bodice.
Madame de la Melee bent see if they can norloan to the legiels• lier, engineer- at Eddyville, because
"Yes, and the lady is very anxious
upon the horizon that he knew, Pit- upon the young
officer benignant eyes, lure the services of some of their em- there is no such position provided for
to know you, It Is Madame de in
choune seemed suddenly seized with a
the MK do Treetwat glanced at him ployes to take the place,ol tele „get,ra in the statutes He receives $125 per,
k, Fla--"About• year and a
rollicking spirit
eh all had been hl& affectionately, but Sabron was only help:
'
•
For instant... Representative 106k1E—Xi-eitra- man could be emA very warm color flushed the
" writes Mrs Florence Roe.01 11 •-*
I's'
characteristic some years ago. He conscious that
Perry said that two stenographers ployed at 5,5 per month and assigned
•
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•
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eyes
very
in
did
of
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the
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not
''I
place.
invalid. Ho remem- tore like mad
s
*
%
down the path in front meet his at all.
might he secured, two clerks who to the work, but the plants are so im•
Everything was wrong. I
• •••
bered all he had heard and all he had
%le•
mense and costly that the authorities
of Sabron and Miss Redmond. He
•
•
"
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They talked of Sabron's captivity, could art as doorkeepers, and a clerk
,at anything that didn't make
known. He congratulated his friend
are afraid to entrust their care to any
whirled around like a dervish, he
•
'
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•%
•
%.
. . . My limbs also gave
of the engagement in Africa, of what who could act as bill clerk for the
'with sincere warmth, and after a few
but first-class engineer*
dashed across tho road in front of the
Auditor •
. pain and the pains in the
army was doing, would not do, or house.
Moments said:
Green said he fully realizes the necesautomobiles, dashed
,ending dowirter the knees. I
been seam, might do.__antt-the fact that the
"If you really want me to go high springing
Duo
awful pains in the back and
sity. but ha intend* to adhere strictly
upon his muter and
Aide Fight on illiteracy.
de
Tremont
was
to
receive
the
deco!with
you
on
the
yacht, old chap-"
thin and run-down in health;
ing at the girl's feet.
.
Mrs, Ella Wilson Stewart, president to the letter of the law In disbursing
ration of the Legion or Honor in
"I really do," said Tremont se
lad pains in the chest and
"See," said Sabron, "bow happy he July. Tremont toasted
of
the Kentucky illiteracy commission, public funds, and if the law is defecSabron and
renely. "You see, when we came on is."
-was terribly nervous. Everyhas
gone to Washington to confer with tive the legislature and not the auditor
the young officer rose to respond with
. .
uld startle me.
the beat we scarcely hoped to be so
"I should think he would be happy. flushing face. He looked affection- President Wilson and P. P: Claxton. must correct it
Cheep and big canBakIngPowderedo not
fortunate as to bring back the distiuquaintance told me of the
He must have a knowledge of what ately at his friend who had brought United States commissioner of educasave you money. Calumet d oee-It'sPare
gushed captain."
nefit she had received from
an important animal he is. Just him from death into life. The mo- tion, regarding the eradication of illit Youtsey's Parole Sought.
and tar superior to sour milk and soda.
. . . so I thought I would
Sabron smiled.
Arguments were made by Judge
think! If be were a man they would ment was intense, and the Marquime eracy. A bill has been introduced into
Lemuel) as I was in so serious
' "But you have not told me yet," he
congress providing for a nation-wide H. Hazelrigg and Rev. T. E. Taliferreo,
give him a decoration."
on. I was so bad off I couldn't
d'Esclignac lifted her glass:
said. "why you came down."
extension of the movement to eradi- both of this city, before the state prisHe Was Too Candid.
ork. The little daughter had
And the two walked tranquilly side
"Now,
gentlemen,
you
must
drink
te
\
e
:'No,"
said Tremont, "that is true.
cate illiteracy.
There is a Cleveland man whose
on commission in favor of the parole
harge of the work. and I could
by side.
the
health
of
Pitchoune."
Well, it will make a story for the
ralk. . • •
of Henry Youtsey. The commission business often takes him to New York.
Pitchoune ran to the side of the
There was a murmur of laughter,
sea."
had received a formal application from He doesn't stay long--two days at the
n using Cardul. and In about a
road, disappeared into a little forest Madame de la Maine turned to Bale Bosworth Files Report,
Henry M. Bosworth, retiring auditor, Youtaey for parole. The case was sub- most-but it seems long to his wife..
elt much improyed. . . . I
all shot through with ligbt. He came non:
CHAPTER XXVII.
announced the balances in the state mitted. Youtsey is serving a life sen- And the other day his wife kicked.
ir right along, after taking the
back, bringing the remains of an old
"I have had a collar made for Pie government at the
getting better every day. In
"My dear," she said, "the next time
beginning of busi- tence In the penitentiary for COM
rubber
ball
lost
there by some other choune, it Is of African leather set
Valor in Retrospect.
wo weeks after taking the
you
ness
go to New York I want You to
January
plicity
1.
in
They
the
murder
folow:
of
Gov.
General
William
In the 'month of May, when the dog, and laid it triumphantly in front. wen real turquoise."
I was able to do all my work
take me along."
expense fund, 5755,834.84; sinking Goebel.
of
Miss
Redmond.
month
In
washing.
a
.
.
.
le
Sabron bowed: "Pitchoune will be fund, $18,929.92; school fund, $966,340.chestnuts bloom in the green dells,
"You wouldn't have a good time."
"See," said Sabron, "he brings you perfectly enchanted, Madame;
could do all my wo?k. the
'where the 'delicate toung foliage
he will 12; State university eund. $46,196; Extra Help Promised,
he answered.
too . . .
wear it at your wedding."
holds the light as in golden cups, a his trophies."
"Why wouldn't I have a good timer
cash in treasury, $1,787301.48.
Gay. Stanley assured the committee
found It a great remedy and
(To BE coNTINVED)
young man walked through one of the
"Because you have such a jealous
appointed from the house of-reprewomen."
CHAPTER
XXVIII.
small Altus 'of the Bois at the rashdisposition."
Startling Disclosures to Foil
sentatives
to
confer
him
with
that
be
h! Take Cardul -for your tree.
!enable noon hour, a tittle reddish-dog
SOcuilif-the- hiloiligetioiii
Tort
GREAT-11EED
would furnish them extra help. He - -The next time she's going if she has
Happiness.
sale by al6.druggIsts.
triitting at his heels. The young nisie
tutor! .by Attorneys John C. Duffy promised two doorkeepers, two stenog- to._ travel on a different car.--Cleve--Le-Comte de Sabron finished his
walked with an imperceptible limp.
Lames That Should Be impressed and Logan Rock are expected to re- raphers, one bill clerk, one assistant laltd Plaindealer.
No False Pride.
He was thin, as men are who have dressing.
sult in startling disclosures and sen-4-0111 clerk and one assistant sergeantMI America by the Frightful
--Bump is a good HMO.; abBrunet surveyed his master from
lived hard and who have overcome
sational suits, according to well in- at-arms. Senator 011ie M. James, of
Is Europe.
War
no Liao pride about him.
the
Up
of
shining
his
boots
to
his
tremendous obstacles. He was tanned
formed persons acquainted with infor- Marten; called on GOV. Stanley. He
-Thai's right. On a windy
sleek,
fair
head.
His expressive eyes
as men are browned who have come
Waste fa the crime of today, and It mation in the hands of Governor Stan- said hla,vlsit here was purely social
always chases his hat before
from eastern and extreme southern said: "Monsieur Is Capitaine is looking is especially
the great crime of this ley and Attorney General Logan.
his toupee.-Judge.
well tonight."
countries.
awful war: waste In human life. In
In InterestS Harmony.
Brunet
had
never
before given his
The little dog had also an imperhone. In love, and in the common Franklin Man Lands Job.
Ernest Thoispson, Lexington detecceptible limp occasioned by a bicycle master a direct compliment. His eyes savings of us
The state board of agriculture electall. Millions of dollars'
tive, who was considered to have had
running over him when he was a only had the habit of expressing ad- worth of the savings
of the people of ed W. J. Gooch. Franklin, secretary of the race for sorgea,nt-at-arms of the
miration, and the manner in which
Puppy.
this earth, all of them our brothers the state fair. Gooch is a former mem- senate won, announced his withdrawal
he
performed
his duties, his devotion,
The two companions seemed imsick headache, biliousness,
and our sisters, are daily burned up, ber of the legislature, having been in the 'interest
of harmony and to premensely to enjoy the spring day. Sab- were his forms of compliment. But exploded, and
speaker in 1908. Mrs. Christy Park, of
madness
wasted
in
the
bad taste or constipation
vent the possibility of enibrrassnient
ron every now and then stood for a Sabron's long illness and absence, the of the nations;
and even that is a this city, was reappointed secretary
by morning.
few moments looking at the gay fact that he had been snatched from trifle when we compare It to the great of the state live stock sanitary board. to the administration." Thompson
said that his withdrawal was le the
pitssers-by, pedestrians and eques- deeth and given back to the army human value of the lives that are
: Thick, Glossy, Wavy, Luxure
favor of Louis Tiernan, of Dayton,ley..
Get a 10-cent box.
trians, enjoying to the full the repose again, leveled between servant and lost. It will not make any people Two Are Appointed,
'rid Remove Dandruff-Real
a former member of the legislature.
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of
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beauty
Stanley
appointed
of
rich;
his
J.
C.
and
Duffy,
we
own
Americans,
rarely fortu
Surprise for You.
quette.
Stomach clean, pure and fresh
And
land.
of
Hopkinsville.
and Logan N. Rock. Stanley
nate in not being involved in the aw.
To Name Hatcher,
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
"There will be a grand dinner to- fill strife, shall find
Pitchoune looked with indifference
our part of the of-Louisville. special assistant attorGov. Stanley will send the name of passageway every few days with
hair becomes light wary, flutupon the many dogs. He did not stir night, will there not. Monsieur he burden to bear. Some time the war ney generals. Duffy** salary is $2.75
e:hint and appears as soft. lugfrom his master's side. When Sabron Capitaine' Doubtless Monsieur le will be over, and then waste must per month and Rock's salary is $200 a Tom Hatcher, Pikeville, to the senate Salts. Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or
-was quiet, the little animal stood at Colonel and all the gentlemen will be stop; it must stop if we are to ad- month They hold office at the pleas- next week, for the appointment as Purgative Waters!
ad beautiful as a young girl's
prison commissioner, to take the place
Stop having a bowel wash-day. Let
"Danderine hair cleanse" Just
attention; he was a soldier's dog. He there." Brunet made a comprehen- vance in humanity and civilization ure of the governor.
of Henry Lawrence, who was commis- Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and reg-moisten a cloth with a little
could have told dog stories to those sive gesture as though be comprised over and beyond the yawning gall
sioned by Goy. McCreary to serve u_nt.11 ulate the stomach, remove the sour
Insignificant
ne and carefully draw it
worldly
made by the lust of blood, pride of Steger and Crowe Tipped.
dogs- could the entire etat major.
Sabron, indeed, looked well. He race, and the vanity of kings. The
lease told of really thrilling advenyour hair, taking one small
State Inspector and Examiner Nat the convening of the present senate. and fermenting food and foul gases,
tures. His brown eyes were pathetic was thin, deeply bronzed by the ex- war has been in progress but a little Swell stated that Alvin Steger, of Hatcher was leader for the Stanley take the excess bile from the liver
at a tilde. This will cleans*
with their appeal of affection as they posure on the yacht, for he and Tre- while and already the cost ct it is be. Owenton, would become assistant state forces in the Tenth Congressional dis and carry out of the system all the
of dust, dirt and excessive oil
constipated waste matter and poisons
looked up- at his beloved master. He mont before returning to France had Ing borrowed from future generations; inspector and examiner
just a few moments you have
John M. trict.
in the bowels.
had a fund of experience such as the made a long cruise. Sabron wore the extra hard labor and sweat must Crowe. of Morganfield, is tipped as the
the beauty of your hair.
A Cascaret to-night will mate- you
poodles and the _erriers led by their look of a man who has come back come from infants now at their second assistant in that office.
Commissioners Hold Election.
es beautifying the hair at once.
owners could not understand. There- from a far country and is content_
mothers' breasts, to make good this
The state hoard of sinking fund feel great by morning. They week
:net dissolves every particle of
fore Pitchoune was indifferent to then.
"And never shall I forget to the end debauch of blood and fire
And in Tipped as Fire Marshal.
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I falling heir.
Mg generation prolonged. We cannot It is aid, will be the next state fire neer of the power plant, and J. T. Millions of men and women take a
In the dark across an African desert, seilles!"
what will please you most will
could have found Beni Niedinet and
Brunet spoke reverently, as though get out of it by being American: the marshal. Ile will be appointed next Larkin, of Louisville, watchman Lar- Cascaret now and then and never
a-feW weeks' use when Feu
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\\\\0
WAY BY SMALL FIRECRACKER
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Hickman, Ky., Jun.
ry. the little five year old son of
ntatc.1 at the txmitottlo• at Murray, itotitueky, for eransuitssion throng!.
of Mr. and Mile Harry Lee King
tr,• rases as seenud ClAS•111111tat.
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 10.7-Suit died here from a peuliar ace'.
, t contastiug the electlonid Jinn s 4.12t.
lets
THtlastia v. 1 VSVARY
_ P. Lewis, republican, as sem- The child had a package of
firecriern, the smallest
tary of etate, was filed in the
Franklin circuit court Wednee- I made, and tl ew one down, and
day by Barksdale Hamlett_ kW
when it failed to explode he ovi.
The
petition
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'
dently thought the fire had gone
/
!Your cares in comfortX
should
votes
3,00l)
, _ , stets. that
belout and picking it up stuck it
log the arises and painu
cigarette..
• of the family from youth to old age. are It:merited
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- -Westernspewed
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the
powder in
Thursday night of last week by Pordorn, and who will make a I was 115 votes.
in
returns
the
of
the
his throat, burning the
Question
down
to-1
of
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French
of
!ellen
has
that
sleet
purchase
the heaviest
was
in
made
counties
glands in his throat terribly.
in this section for the past four. bacco, both have placed their lfollowIng
Elliott,
filed:
as
This happened more than a
the petition
teen years. Following a day of buyers in the field.
TayCaldwell,
week ago, the child suffering
satin a change in temperature ' The advent of these two firms, Perry, Menifee,
ten
first
Neuralgia 1
el after another un- * Bruises-Rheumatism
Campbell,
one convidon
came at about nightfall and with. together with the loose floor lor, Pulaski,
X
Rockcastle,
came.
Clinton,
til death
in a few hours a heavy eoat of warehouse and Swan & Ken- precincts in
Mothers: "kcep a bottle in y(air homeMuhlenberg.
Lawrence,
of
Wayne,
growers
the
give
ground,
will
nedy,
the
ice and sleet covered
Cholera.
111
Hog
Prevent
X
Mee 2k., 110c._ sad 111.00....
trees, in fact everything that the weed in calloway a chance Estill, Carter, Gallatin, Lewis,
of markets in which to sell their , Whitley. Leslie, Harlan, three The 13. A. Thoma4 Hug Powwas exposed.
***100311111110110101111010411111111111
Hundreds of dollars' of dam- lcrops, and with proper weather precincts in Lyon, and asks that der has a rocord of 95 per cent.
age resulted to orchards of the conditions the next few weeks (linking precinct, in Elliott coun- cures of Hug Cholera. If you 4000:Docc4K-D.c.
•••••••••
.cp4s •
)
county, and the telephone com- t should witness a decided actiti-Ity, and Hezard precinct, Perry feed your hogs as directed, you
al- need never fear hog cholera nor
panies, the City Light Company ty in the tobacco business on the county, be thrown out. It Is
263
received
any other hog disease. 'And the
leged that Lewis
also sustained heavy damages. local market.
which
directions are very simple, just
votes in this precinct, of
• EYE GLASS FRAMES
Phone service was almost comAttorney-at-Law
Public Sale at Cherry.
•
plus
not
about what you are doing,
185 wsre cast by persons
10 Karat
•
pletely demoralized throughout
•
January 25. qualified as voters. These names .' a few cents worth of D. A,
Tuesday,
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Will.
•
in
was
city
the
and
the county
Office Within Cherry, are given. Demratic
chalieng- Mercies' Hog Powder in the feed
Oc
darkness the following night. 1916, at my residence
LENSES from $1.00 up.
BARNETT
B.
N.
highest bid- era and inspectors, the petition twice a week.
•
Heavy forest timbers were crash- offer for sale to the
All First Class Work and
•
Usually, though, Cholera gets
avers, were not permitted to give
a
ed beneath their loads of ice, der the following property:
:
s
Murray,
GuaraiLntee•
from 3 to 6 Hamlett 70 votes to which, it is in before we know it. Then it
•
and public rodds of the county Three horse mules,
cattle; 40;alleged, he was,entitled in the requires close attention to each •c::::•OCNOCD•C>K>• •
•
were blocked by fallen timber. years old; four head of
•
red ;Sinking precinct. Riotous and hog-each hog must be doeedlbs.
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And by Sunday
furniture; bees and bee gums. the petition.
90 per cent. If you don't, the
entirely disappeared.
Terms to be made known on
Drs. Keys & Keys
H. A. Themes medicine cost you
The last similar visitation in day of sale. Sale begins at 9 A Little Pleasure Begets Leisure.
Physicians and Surgeons
nothing. We-not some distant
This section was foul teen years clocks. in.-vg. A Baucom 2
money
your
pay
r
manufacture
At
month.
next
ago the first of
railroadMr. and Mrs. Jack Leisure, of
Office: First NationBros.
that time the ground was cover- Farmers, mechanics,
to back--Sexton
Attorney-at-Law
_
al Bank Building
-ed for a period of about five ers, laborers, rely on Dr. Thorn- Paducah, came out Saturday
W.
s,' Electric Oil. Fine for cuts, visit Mrs. Leisure's father,
The name-Doan's inspires
'weeks.
Phones: Cumb. 75. Ind. 90.
Should be kept R. Lamb, of route 4. We nolic.,.X.tanfidence=Duit;c4iiidueY .k111&
bruises.
,.burns,
Biliroiitif Feel hetiV,(OW eV:
Office
a
led that they were carrying
l in every home. '25c and 60c.
for kidney ills. Doan's Ointment 4/C=0•0•G•04/4:::*4:::)4K::>40
log? Bitter taste? Complexion
Benyoung Leisure with them.ALLEN BUILDING
for skin itching. Doan'sRegulets
sallow? Liver perhaps needs a A son was born to Dr. Orvis ton Tribune-Democrat.
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+tt+st+Ot+lit+11+
all
at
Sold
tillt4A+r..Htt+It
laxative.
+111
mild
a
for
Rooms 1 and 2
wakening up. Doan's regulets Wells and wife Monday morning
stores.
drug
Ledger ads pay 100 per cent.
for billious attacks. 2")c all stores of this week.
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Specie A ttsatio.#1
to Diseases #4

Miss Roselle Wilson

EYE, EAR, NOSE and THROAT
e• 'restert.;„ G lasses:Pitted
Murray, Kentucky

Pupil of Dr. Anton Gloetzner, Washington, D. C.;
Miss Pearl Waugle, pupil of
Leschetizky.

-

Both l'hones

greatest money saving opportunity of the season.

SUITS
-LADIES CARMENTSHOP

COATS
Usually selling at $15,
18ç-$20,--$2230

ATTORNEY

$9.
All this season's models.
323 Broadway,Paducah, Ky.
'

I. W. KEYS

DENTIST
Office Wits Drs. Keys & Keys.
GATLIN BUILDING.
4wcz>o<=-•cpe.c>•c>o<Deoc:>•

'Compare these with other sale prices and you'll soon discover who offers the real values.

TO OUR PATRONS:-We are
squaring up our accounts, and
would be glad to let you have
the flour that you have here on
deposit as boon as you can come
after it.
We appreciate your patronage
and will continue to give you
the best service that we know
how to give. Very truly your,
163* Lynn Grove Milling Co.
Pot y Parasites.

-ded.
The most favored models are ifielu
•10.

Alterations Extra and no
approvals

All Undermuslins at Cost I
(SEE OUR WINDOWS)
e price of these garments is 1ess than the cost of material. An eaaiy
tion is adiisable.
a

ali

wrek,
alk04.46.1.1•■••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••M&-

.•••

asas
Office Over Postoffice in Gtizens Bank Building.
Both 'Phones 26

LYNN GROVE MILLING CO.

Extraordinary Reductions in Dresses
$9.95

Studio at the School Building.
cemeoemomeoup-ouiec

F. BERRY

'All new winter styles.

Styles that are just as good for spring wear, as for the present. Taffeta, Georgette, Meteor, Chiffon Velvet and Serge Combinations,
15, $17.50--and $20 grades,

Teacher of
Piano and Voice
Italian Method

It+Vt-17a+7a+10+4441-Filt-fat+11-14a-Flo+ati

$9.95

-

to

oca•co•cr.soeD•e•cz>ac>is

OP

Regular $15,$17.50 and
$20 grades,

d

()Mee [lours:
1 to 4 p. m.
LI a. 111.

Farm Loans.
Five year's time with reps.
ment privilege. No loan f
more than half the value of
No loan for less than $750.E. and M. 1). Holton, Agents.

Choosing Silver
Artistic denims .
correct style. brilliant
finish, combined watt
booed value, make

You keep the chicken house •
clean to keep the parasites r tr
the chickens. .You spray to kili
germs-but what do you do to
get the gerins and parasites ineids the chickens? Hens espectattif show it --iit:IVIOultinsr time'
and. during the winter How can
cxoect them to lay? Fr.se
internel parasites by
ferRing B A. Thomas PoultrIf it
Pnwder occasionally.
Inesn't snake your hens happy,
we will return your money.-.
3-xton Bros.
Dy4pepsia is America's curse.
To restore digestion, n•r anal
wPight, good health sand purify
"he WOO. use Burdock Blood
ittirmSW at all drug dam

ROGERS BROS.
the choice of
dissimMatang purchasers.
nit name so-day stands
Inc Ilse heaviest grade of
plam amiezqueeedemsy
ef poem% amonog lose
rem of service aed satremerkaimit
dmality dm was I
pomiler tide
"%Uwe,:Plass
Ads Wears."
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bore
Alast
"Light"
was
of
week
Dr,
to
B. B.igidaY
Keys
'
LOCAL and PERSONAL and wife.
ori••••011oosiso 00000000000•
Mrs. Edwin Wilkinson has re
turned home from a visit to rel. Hardin, Ky., Jan. 10. -Dr. J.
The first regular meeting of
Ed Utterback is at the hoop'. tiaras
in Cadit.
B. Wilson, owed 7M yearn, Mar the new city council was held
tel and is suffering of a very seA. C. Hassell of Memphis, has shall county's oldest physicein Friday night of the peat wee!,
vere case of .the grime
been in the city the past several and Mason, died Wednesday At 1 with Mayor Holton presiding and
Jesse Blue, of Iiig Sandy, days the
guest of Ws'Tithe,:o'clock a. in., la his
lis a-al- umbers present. It was
Tenn., wax received at the Mur- Rev. J. A. Hassell,
and family. , lye, of pneumonia.
rather a "get together" meeting
ray Surgical Hospital the first of
Dr.
W.
Wilson
R.
Broach,
and
born
was
and
rearDees
S.
and
If.
outetde of the election of
the week for an operation.
Mr*. S. E. Bynum are among ed In Csillowitie county but re- city officials but little business
The Alpha department of the the older
who moved to Marshall county about was transacted. The caucus secitixens
Women's Club will meet with have been quite illof the city
the past week 615 years ago, and began to twee- lection of chief of police was rat-1 bag Omega Flour
Miss Elizabeth Parker and Mrs. of the gripp.
'LSO
itice medicine in 1862. lie had Med, and Mr. Watertield will
1 bag Holly Flour
Jot Parker, at the home of the
.
one , been a Mason since isfi and a serve the city'ein that capacity
1 bag Half Patent Flour
latter Suturday. Jan. 22. All McElrath is firing another gro
,.80
..member of the Baptist ehureh for the next two years and Mr.
of his 42 centimeter guns at
'1
terepriund bucket Snow thriftLard
members urged to be present.
1.0fi
Guthrie Diuguld will be his aseery prices, and as a result tney ifor over 40 years.
1 five-pound bucket Snow DriftiLard
,- 56
F. B. Shrygley, of Nashville, aro tumbling. Read his cash Funeral services tators conduct- Isistant. The new--beard;re-elect1
T41111,, fieldvditotof-the Gospel /title WI isisueW the Ledger. .ed In the llibtfat church at Olive rrd C. M. Smoot, elerk: Edwin
4
cans Hominy
25
Advocate, and a very popular
Mrs. Verna Shelton, daughter by Elder .1. P. Tubbs, assisted Wilkerson, treasurer; B. G. Hum.
4
cans Corn o
25
evangelist, will preach for the
of Rev. T. L. Shelton, east of by ltev..M. L. Davis, after which phreys, assessor: D. M. Holland,
3 cans good Corn
.25
Waters Street church of Christ
the city, was received at the burial Lock place- in the Olive cemetery sexton; Gibson Hale,
2
cans Club House Corn (best)
.25
next Sunday at 11 a.rn , and 7 p.
Murray Surgical Hospital Tue.*. cemetery under the auspices of chief fire department; Roy Ed1 pound grain Coffee
11
m. Everybody invited.
day where she underwent an op. the Masons. Dr. Wilson is sur-, wards, city weigher.
1 package Arbuckle's Coffee
.18
vived by one son, one daughter Possibly the most important
Farm for Rent.-&5 acres for eration for appendicitis.
1 pound can Blanke's Coffee (ground)
21
cultivation, 25 acres fresh land,
and five grandchildren,
office filled by the board at the
1.pound can Luzianne Coffee
Mrs. Zelner Valentine was car- •
2.1
good 5.room house nearly new,
meeting Friday night was that
6 bars Laundry Soap (any kind)
ried to the Murray Surgical Hose
Mreciersh
Dress
Dead.
.25
•
one geed tenant house, good staof city attorney for the ensuing
6 boxes Washing Powder (any kind)
pital Tuesday night of this week
25
bles and plenty of barn room.
two
years.
Mr.
Conner
G.
where she will undergo an abdo25c can Calumet Baking Powder
Ky.,
Jan.
10.
Mn.
.20
For further info'illation apply to
minal operation within the next Sarah Dycus, widow of Jack 1)v- was chosen for the place, sue3 10c cans Baking Powder
.25
W. H. Jones, Murrey, Ky.
Mr. E. P. Phillips, who
few days.
13 pounds Evaporated Peaches
cue, died at her home in Palma
.25
The girls basket ball team -of
-Br-svyBeana,Nn.t per pound
Miss May Phillips has accept- of heart trouble. The deceased has served the past two years.
.07
the Murray High School leave
Mr. Conner is a splendid young
Navy Beans, Best, potbound
ed a position in the postoffice and had been confined to her room
081
Friday morning for Fulton to
attorney
and his elevation to this
1 can StringlBeans. o
is in charge of the general de- the past six months and death
.05
play a game with the girls ul
posiLion will meet with the gen1 can English Peas 9c or 3 for
livery window, succeeding Miss was not a surprise.
25
the Fulton school. The local team
eral
approval of the citizens of
lean Salmon 9c or 3 for
She wee 69 years of age ancia
Treys Cochran, --who moved _
•
.25
has been doing considerable
• 1 box Macaroni or Sphegetti
member of the Methodist church. the town.
Paducah with her parents.
.08
practice for the game and leave
The
presicnt
board is composed
1 box Je11-0 9e or 3 for
After
funesal
services
Thursday
25
Warren
Swan
is
making
prep.
with the expectation of inning.
- 1 bottle Sauer's Extract (any flavor)
Rev. McNutt, the remains of progressive citizens, three
.09
arations to move to his handsome
members having had previous
The meeting which has been
1 10c Sweet Chocolate
new home on Institute street. It Were buried in the Wilson grave experience as city
. .08
legislators and
in progress at the. local Baptist
Any 10c Shoe Polish
yard.
was
formerly
the
Hale
residence
with their knowledge to guide
church since last Sunday week,
1 box Tooth Picks 3c or 2 for
e.-.TheecUse Mayor Removed.
the "raw recruits" the citizenwill continue throughout this and since remodeled losene of the
1
box Matches 4c or 31.for
-.
prettiest
homes
in
Western
Ken
ship is entitled to expect much
week and possibly during the
1 box Arm & Hammer Soda 4o. or 4-for
.151 Tulsa, -Ok„ Jan. 10.- On ac. of the new board. There is quite
following week. Three services tucky.
Chewing Gum any kind)
.04 "
W.
A. Baucom, who recently cusations that they received mo. a task set out before them and
are being held each day, com1 5c Tablet and lc Pencil for
.05
sold
his farm at Cherry to Felix ney for furnishing protection to the Ledger has implicit faith
mencing at 5 o'clock in the mor1 roll Toilet Paper 4c or 7 for
25
Bailey,
expects to leave Feb. keepers of gambling houses and that successful accomplishment
ning with a special prayer ser1 gallon Coal Oil
.12
1st
for an extended trip through liquor selling establishmen t a, will be the result. At least,
vice, following with an after1 quart New Orleans Molasses
.18
noon and night service. Quite Texas and Oklahoma. His fam- Mayor Frank M. Wooden and T. here's hoping.
1 Brass King Wash Board
25
ily
will remain at Hazel during J. Quinn, police and fire commisan interest has been aroused and
2 bare Ivry Soap
.09
-__&w
Paster
-el
Baum
-amok.
hie
absence.
*loner, • were ordered removed
everal conversion and delditions
1 pound Mixed Nute (new)
.18
to the church are reported.
The six year old son of Albert from office-,by Judge Conn-Linn,
1 pint Grape Juice
.25
, Benton, Ky., Jan. 10.-Elder
Lassiter and wife, who live a of the district court, recently.
- pound Stick Candy (good)
1
J.
H.
Pennock,
of
Illinois,
Cairo,
The accusations were brought
44444‘04104g44.4141144104‘04441.414 few miles east of the city, has
7 pieces "Penny" Candy for
critic
.05
to the care of the
Bapgrand jory....Fei.B
been very low the past several by the Tulsaal
ster was called ap
dozen
_1
nice
Lemon
s,,
wu
20
telt
church
at
this
place
last Sundays
1 10c jar Beech Nut Peanut Butter
.09
day
evening.
Elder
Pennock
The little fellow is suf. removed on similar charges four
1 15c jar Beech Nut Peanut Butter
.13
comes to his new charge well reweeks ago.
fering of Bright's disease.
1 25c jar Beech Nut Peanut Butter
_
.23
commended as being an able
The city schools were closed On Christmas day at the old preacher,
1 box Quaker Oats 9c or 3 for
.25
who, no doubt, will
Tuesday morning of this week chestnut tree, about two miles accomplish
1
box Kellog's Corn Flakes 9c or 3 for
25
much
good
during
on account of the condition of east of Hazel, Rev. T. H. Davis his
pastorate here.
Any 10c article not mentioned above for 9c.
the heating plant. The neces- said the words that made James ,
(Except Stone's Wrapped Cakes)
sary repairs will be made this Wilcox and Miss Lula Hart man
Sunday afternoon, Dec. 26. at
week and the school will be con- and wife. The groom is a son the old chestnut tree, Mr. Conn
Any 15c article not mentioned above for I3c.
vened again next Monday.
e of Edmond Wilcox, of the Lo Milstead and Miss Tyree PasMay 25c article not mentioned above for 2k.
Mrs. Lovie Free, aged 46, wife eust Grove vicinity. The bride schall were united in marriage
of Ed Free, died at her home in is a daughter of Rev. R. L. Hart. by Rev. T. H. Davis. Mr. MilAt the above prices no orders delivered for less than SOcts.
stead is a son of the Widow MilHardin Friday night of the past -Hazel News.
week of pneumonia and heart Roy Story and Miss Fronie stead, of near here, while Miss
Very Respectfully,
You need the best of
4 trouble. Her death was a shock Ford, William Curd and Miss Paschall is the daughter of Mr.
service from your eyes to the entire community as she
Madeline Nix, all well known and Mrs. Mat Paschall, of Crossnow. and should n o t had been...sick only a few days. young
people of the Stella sec- land.-Hazel News.
weaken them by ov
Charlie Starks and family have tion of the county, were united
Mr. IL B. Scott, who has been
work and neglect - you moved to Summerville, Tenn., in marrige the past week. Both dangerously ill the past two
January 13th, 1916.
will need them just as where they will reside in the fu- the grooms are industrious young, weeks of heart trouble, remains
bad in the years to come. ture. We can't imagine what farmers, while the brides have very low and but slight hopes =a43a42a4=
3
42g
Will is going to do, and we know many friends in that section.
are entertained fcr his recovery.
Will you be next to there will be a vacant chair in
Mrs. Anderson Robertson, the
receive the absolute eye Sexton Brothers's store "that
venerable
mother of Polk, Nick
and ead ease that r ne'er can be filled."
and Oscar Robertson, died MonT oy Paschal, son of J. I. Pas
scient 'cally fitte lasThere are many well advertis- day night at the home of her son,
chall,
of Crossland, and Miss
es are -ing?
e test
kidrey remedies on the mar- Nick, near Penny. of dropsy.
ed
Mello Orr, daughter of Judson
She was 83 years of age and a
each eye ientifically, Orr,
k et, but none so well recommen- splendid
a prominent merchant of
christian woman. The
ded in this vicinity as Doan's burial was
searchi
nd accur- Crasaland, were united in marin the North Pleasant
Kidney Pills. Read the state- Grove cemetery.
ate! .
modern riage at the home of Seldon Rowment of a resident of Paris.
land, on the Hazel and Crossics.
Mrs. J. J. Lowry, an Thompland road, Christmas day. Rev.
Young
are
th
son stieet, Paris, Tenn., stays:
T. H. Davis officiating.-Hazel
please
r glasses
"I suffered for yearriar -week
News.
are
ted a n d
kidneys.
The trouble started by
Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Fisher rewhen
mountbackache and I was weak
having
turned to their hcnies in Des
ro ly a usted.
ings
and sore. Often my back hurt
Moines, Iowa, Saturday, after
ur busineAs„ e do
This
much that I could hardly her d.
so
spending the holidays at the
noliiiAgowalleve your
Headache
s were common and I
home of C. M. Green,on route8.
eyea reefed
spells, during which
dizzy
had
Mrs. Fidler was formerly Miss
blurred. The kidney
sight
my
Birdie Gilbert, daughter of the
secretions were irregular in paslate Jesse Gilbert, and is quite
The laxative tablet
sage. Deen's Kidney Pills curOpticii Eye Specialists
popular in this county where she
ed me and F haven't been troublwith
pleasan
the
t
taste
was born.-Benton Tribuue.
At the
ed since."
Chas. Eaker, who recently
McDAN1EL HOTEL
--Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
moved to the city from near New.
simply ask for a kidney remedey 300 ARTICLES
Concord where he resided the
-300 ILLUSTRATIONS
In neat tins
SATURDAY,
-get Doan's Kidney Pills - the
informal of the World's Pro/mega in
past year, joined the Methodist
KEE
Eorglogoriac M-od Invention. Foe
same that cured Mrs.Lowry Fos- Fatherad Soo aod AS din
k noposisi
church Sunday morning aid
January 15
Tiloor-lien and Wasps*
104
Buffalo,
Co.,
Props.,
ter-Milburn
I. tbernmandle of
made a pnblic declaration that
Ibe
:Nit= •
These doctors -zee -Wk.' be felt that he had
N.Y.
our
one st ft
been called
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WHITE BREAD AT ITS- BEST
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ENDS DYSPEPSIA
INDIGESTION, GAS
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GREAT MAKER -OF POWDER

These Three Women Tell How They
Escaped the Dreadful Ordeal of
Surgical Operations.
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New Treatment for Bronchitis,
Asthma, Catarrh and Head Colds
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NOT TRUE PATRIOTS
Republicans Put Party Wire
Country.
Money Needed for National Defense
Sty- kieSint Without AN"blik--Dentoiretie Record IS
' One of Honor.
The most foolish exhibition of perilFetishist witnessed In this reunify itif
man y a d ay is that partiripitted
by
the Republicans of the house and eon
ate when they voted solidly against
the extension. of the emergency war
tamer -for ens
excuits_lotAlita aar
to say that the measure was partisan
and that if the Republicans hail been
in power they would have handled it
differently.
The measure was not
'martinet'
If the Republicans had
been In control they would have been
compelled to take similar action
lei
fact. the emergency war taxes are the
same in principle as those levied by
Republicans during the Civil and the
hipanish American wars.
The pretense that high or low tarlife, tariffs for plunder or tariffs for
revenue, bad anything to do with this
queetIon‘or the situation that produced
II was equally false. The emergency
taxes were made necessary by the war
in Europe. -Which has dislocated coalpierce and industry to en 'stint newt
before known.
oeverol week. before
- the war with
Spain began. every Demecrat in the
home. of representativea voted with
the Republican majority In favor of a
$50,000.000 appropriation for national
defense The money now derived from
the emergency taxes is just as necessary to national honor and security as
the great fund that was placed unrw
servedly In the hands of President McKinley in Ills. The first step toward
national defenie is to keep a solvent
treasury.

IF HAIR IS TURNING-

GRAY, USE

CALOMEL MAKES YOU SICK!
CLEAN LIVER AND BOWELS MY WAY

SAGE TEA1116111

'Don't Look Old
Try Grandmother**
Recipe to Darken and Beautify
Gray, faded, Litotes, Mair,
Grandmother kept her hair beautifully darkened. glossy and abundant
with • brew of liege Tea and Sulphur.
Whenever her hate tett out or took o*
that dull, faded or streaked appear.
ince, this eimple mixture was applied
with wonderful effect. ry gifting at
any drug store for "Wyeth's Saxe and
Sulphur llair Remedy," you will get
large bottle of this old tItne Wipe;
ready to use, for about 50 cents. Thia
altnple mixture (An be depended upon
to restore natural color and beauty
to the hair aniftlf-eptendid for den.
4n1& dry..Usk., sesta:ad fatties hurt
A well-known druggist says eYery.
body um Wyeth's Wage and Sulphur,
because it darkens so naturally and
evenly that nobody an tell it has been
applied-it's so easy to use, too. You
simply dampen a comb or soft brush
and draw it through ybur hair. taking
one strand at a time. By morning
the gray hair disappears; after an
other •ppliration or two, it Is faattired to its natural color. Ant IGO
glossy, soft airiiimindant.-Adc

Just Once! Try "Clodeo0 Liver Tone" When BilioWil-ConV.
paled, Headachy Don't Lose IS—Day's Work. -Liven up your sluggish liver! raid back guarantee that each spoonful

IS. end cheerful ; rosier - Your wart
wjlt clime your sluggish liver better
pleasure. be _vigorous tad fall °Uwe, _than a -dose of nasty calomel- and that
ttitimt,_ nut take no pasty, ganger. it won't make you sitk
ous *slime!, because ft males you • Dodson's Liver Tone Is rest liver
sick and you may lose a day's work., Medicine_ Yuu'll know it neat morn!
Calomel is mercury or quicksilver, WS. because you will wake Up' fillwhich causes necrosis of the bones. ing Soo, your liver will .tre working,
-Csiontirt crashes - tntcr .-totrr trite Ms your
gone,
UP, -Thai'. your siemeeir Wilk be sweet and your
.
when you feel that awful nausea and bowels regular.
cramping.
Dodson's Liver Tone is entirely
Listen to me! if you want to enjoy vegetable, therefore harmless and
the nicest, gentlest liver aud bowel cannot salivate. Give it to your chilcleansing you ever experienced just dren. Mellow' of people are using
take • spoonful of harmless Dodson's Dodson's Liver Tone instead of danLiver Tune. Your druggist or dealer gerous calomel now. Your druggist
sells you a SO cent bottle of Dodeolell will tell you that the sale of calomel
Liver Tone under my personal money. is almost stopped entirely here

Sore Thine.
Man's Foolish impatience.
"Wm the little th.ngs that count:*
In that worthiest of all etruggina"Right you Arai 'Lomeli _sea will th&g.trostIn lot aciflautaiery and smut
take a Iii-Tat Mug."
nese-we are far lees patient with our•
egret this nee Is sub IIL-$oIeetIC
To Drive Out Malaria
. And Build Up The System STOP EATING MEAT IF
Take th• Old bt•iiii•i.1 tilttiVE
KIDNEYS OR BACK HURT
TASTELESS chill TUNIC You know
— -what you are taking, as the formula is
printed on every label, showing t is Take i Glass of Salts to Clean Kid.
nays if Bladder Illethere You
teeming &ad Inn in a tasteless form The
Queens drives out malaria. the Iron
Mist Forms Urlo Acid.
Wilda up the oysters. yo costa.
rating meat regularly eventually
The Northern Pacific railroad has produces kidney trouble
in some form
TRAVELING WITH-5.-A- CELLO CAN -I.AUGH---AT- TORPEDOES
*reared 7,1300-tera espi7a- alli-for han- or other, says a well-know
n authority,
dling fruit. Cost, $3.600,000.
because the uric acid in meat excites
Instrument_ Declared to Ile Almost SS _Pecullarly-Censtrursted Ship That_Hag:..
Hairs of Rock Plants.
the kidney,, they become overworked;
Troublesome as• Silty er
Proved Itself to Be of Real
In a certain issoe__of Abt
tatalussisli; clog up-and cause all
Honker-eee
vatusitrwarfart:
Don't stiffer torture when all kmale Gorse of distress, particularly backache
publication. .1(aowlesige. there Is a
troutiles will vanish in thin air after owes and
earl paper on the hairs of ruck
misery in thelidney region:rhoswith a cello il_filinost as- Monitors of h very
T
"Prourtaiaa.'"- -Price pc and ilroo.••=lidv.
spitearkg queer sort were
pianik, by
Latyan. The glandular good-- and almost as bad-es travel- 'Introduc
walk twinges, severe headaches, acid
ed not 1
ago
o at the I/ardestomach, constipation, torpid liver.
heir/ Of ito Sasitrase arc described. nt' with a child. It helps you, for ernelles by
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cultivating friendly relations tions of these crafthbeen printed
Issule thee he is stubborn.
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s. Suppose, there in London, but
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like; the Menet, is a broken wheel. or the engineer is alms appearanc
The moment your back hurts or kid•
e it seems that they
hairs which fora
Ec-Zene Kills Eczema.
m felted covering to waiting for No. 26 to pass, or you are are real factors.
neys aren't acting right, or if bladder
Some time ago when
It us prove it. Accept ne subatitute. Ii bothers you, get
many
leaves,
as
Aubretlea
lit
and
Alysabout four ounces of
stalled for three days iii a buzzard- one of the boats first put
at K pithsyour Druggist dyes not hole it. write
sums,
anti
the
glandular,
which
may what's more jolly than to undress YQUir los harbor. in the
Jad Salts from any good pharmacy:
k. Zeno “ip, hI Paul. Mina.-Adv.
Aegean
it canoed
occur
alone
of In conjunction with cello and play cacti of those
telt• a tablespoonful in a glass of
present. consternation. !Mead of steaming
one of the other types. The hairs are the tune he would
-A eosy'ronter le is handy place in water before breakfast for a few days
like to hear, and like an ordinary war vessel, it !teemed
mainly' protective against atmospheric lead the congregat
and your kidneys will then act tine,
which to sweep the dirt.
ional singing of to waddle through the water like a
condition'
but
,
the
glandular
:lairs "Dixie," "Tipperary'' and 'Home, huge goose,
This famous salts is made from the
and from a distance looked
may in some cases serve to attract in- Sweet Home"? A
Pierre's liesunt • Pellet• are the acid of grapes and lemon juice, Comfiddle may even ren- as if it were showing its bow to the
sects.
original little liver podia put up 40 year' bined with lithia, and has been used
der tenable one of those railway June- stern. A large turret is carried on a
ago.- They regulate liver and bowels.-Adv.
for generstions to flush clogged kidlions which Stevenson cursed as the high, flat -deck 'This mounts two 14.
-- -Catty Remark.
nadir of intrinsic uninterestedness, inch rifles. Just below the surface of
When lovers elope Its a getaway neys and stimulate them to normal
"Alaernoit_sattat___be•
activity; also to neutralize the acids in
with and which Mr. Clayton Hamilton has the water the sides of the monitor
for common.. sense.
the urine so It no longer irritates, thus OLD-TIME FALLACY EXPOSED me."
recently glorified with such brio in the bulge out about Len feet and then
."What gave you iliet-laiat;•
ending bladder disorders.
Unpopular Review. Robert Have curve Wilt; Thli peculiar -bull con"He (lamps
,so Closely in the &beefier writes in the Atlantic
Jad Salts cannot Injure anyone: Republican High-Tariff Doctrine Has
. struction accounts for the clumsy
dance."
make, a delightful effervescent nth'sBut this is only the bright side. In movements of the vessel, but it is said
Been Conclusively Proved to
"It
isn't
that." declared the other some ways traveling iff
water drink which millions of men and
IUs
Be of No Worth.
ar a cello is to make It proof against torpedoes.
girl disterreetibly "It Is just a ease as uncomfortable as _
women take now and then to keep the
''veling. not The ship is large and roomy. The
kidneys and urinary organs clean, thus
It Is announced by a friendly inter- of lo'llni.a.lesid he'll fall down unless only with a baby, but ith a donkey only armament it carries in addition
he
hangs
on
to
his
avoiding serious kidney disease.-Ade preter of Wall street sentiment that
Unless. indeed you have an lestru to the heavy guns are .aerial rifles.Courier.Journarl- partne,"-Louisvla
the street would welcome even the
went with a convenient hinged' door Popular Mechanics.
Cleansing
Ye lalelUifi MU yaw fray blia • It
on o
oone Roosevelt by
"How is the now bookkeeper on Osand
Insidious Sneer.
the Republicans If that would unite
full of pajamas. collars, brushes, MSS.,
Her Gift
!' '
umi
Healing
itaye yuu are an- and so forth, thus dispensing with a
the party, "as it seem no other way to
"Mrs. Garber is gifted with a sixth
"Always runs to the window when
a re-c ablishment of the high tariff" other !Write! Webster"
bag, or unless you can calk up its nense.'
good one goes by."
"Yes," said elenutor
Sorghum: F holes and use the instrument as a
The game news columns carry this
"And what is it. pray"•
extract from an address by George E. "Seth is almays comparing me with canoe on occasion, a cello is about as
"Inexhaustibility." .
TRY THIS EASY WAY
Inconvenient a traveling
Roberta. twice director of the United sum Abode_jr_In dead."
—
TO CLEAR YOUR SKIN
-corpse-in Stevenson's-tale,
States- m=41'1de, different Repubtiesm
president st-therPreadrrepeatter-.Manners are the orchids of chiltra- would insist on getting into the wrong kf. poincare receives a saTary.of
WITH RESINOL SOAP administrations and now associated Don.
Sine
'courtemy is its sweet violets.
box.
with a !Patting Wall street bank'
•
000 per-annum.
_
A LI P41"
"If anything has been clearly demonBathe your face for several minutes
strated in recent months It is that yon
with
etesinol
Soap
and
warm
water,
For Calls, Wire
working the crea:ny lather into the cannot have a permanently one-sided
Cuts, Lameness,
You soon rear
skin gently with the finger-tips. Then trade.
the point
Strains, Bunches,
wash off with more Resinol Soap and where you have to lend to your cusThrush, Old Sores,
warm water. finishing with a dash of tomer to enable him to continue his
purchases, and evidently that policy
clear cold water to close the pore.
Nail Wounds, Foot Rot,
Do this once or twice a day, and you cnnnot go on indefinitely."
Fistula, Bleeding, Etc., Etc..
This is now not merely an obvious
will be astonished how quickly the
Made Sinco 1846. ku
healing, antiseptic Resinol medication tteoretical truth. It is a truth which
Meet It
soothes and clearses the pores, re- is being drieen home with practical
Price 7.5c, SOci and $1.00
moves pimples and blackheads, and force by every day's developments in
OR WitrTZ
leaves the complexion clear, fresh the country's fast-expanding foreign
uart.,
asciLaird
ft and
velvety. In severe cases a little trade. Th. "permanently one-sided
Realnol Ointment should also be trade" which Is the theory and the
TRY THE OLD RELIABLE used. Resinol Soap is sold by all end of the old Republican tariff policy has gone for good if America is to
druggists.-Adv.
hold its new position In the commerce
IRTERSM!Tilt
of the world.
Where Switzerland Leads. •
Switzerland spends mor_a23or relief
As against this .Wail street forecast
IV
of tife.Pooi than does Facraber coui0
.-esidential campaign to re-estabFor
try:"
lish extortionate tariffs there stands
TIME GENERAL STRENGTHENING TONIC
the factethat a great body of tho
ON FIRST SYMPTOMS
Publican party and even a section of
Lee "Renovine" and be cured Do not Wall street are being
Seeds and Plants
educated away
wait until the heart organ is beyond from this position
by the mighty force
repair. 'Renovine" is the heart and of a
new experience in economic prac°v"i°43A
Frost Proof
"es Cabbage
nerve tonic. Price fek and el 00.-Adv.
tice.
of the HIGHEST GUA1JTY GUARANTILILD I.
give satis'act.on Prices. ell:girt, collect. $1.00 Per
'letter keep your temper; otherwise
I.000. 55c, 1.000 for 5 000 or more Vanoties.
coolish "Argument."
Jersey baliefiakt.Chtules:cm Trak isfIsId. Early Sprmg. It is apt to give you away.
Early Plat Dutch. Late Fat Dosch. Early Succession,
"A. surplus Is Republican, a deficit
Late Succoss an Beet. Lettuce and Onion plants
$150 per 1.030. All pants by mall 35c oor The Weise That Does Not Affect Head Democratic;" "Democratic extravaIGO. For a goofitabla crop buy your plants beim
Because et it to ,ir and l&Ilat1•• effect. LAXA- gance. Republican economy:" "RepubALFRED JOUANNET. Mt. Pleeseet. S. C. TIVE
11120
010 tit:ININ F. is 1•eftet than otetnare lican
prosperity. Democratic hard
-tititnnifb
and -an
an by aayoae 2SC
E•ro11-rofille Collo. deers
times:" these and similar ancient sabeol-wee•11 Moto-1W afeeatee. trust ant
favorable ttraatn• With sr.-Mein mod t and
There's always room for one more cred texts of pre-Adamite Republicanyielda on reeord The moot se at free III lb.
ism crowd into the mind as the St
Weed 51 liketrar East Farm. 1
•Iille.
I. oyster in the soup.
Louis Globe-Democrat, gazing mournfully from the battlements of the batPeed "citadel of proteetion." utters
these words of woe:
umurtutir papers are alielfie whift
Just one trial of the NEW POST TOASTIES, made in our
the Republican party woul&have done
spotless pure-food
In the face of the financial condition
factories, reveals their pronounced superiority. A distinguishing characteristic being
that confronts the present administrathe presence of tiny little puffs on each delicately toasted flake..
tion. The question is a vain one. far
Weak and unhealthy kidneys cause so
A Trial Will Convince Anyone.
much sickne.s and suffering and when
if the Republican party had been in
First, a splendid new flavour is developed in the NEW POSTTIDASTIES; the
Theuionas of people hare testified
through neglect or Other rau.e.. kidney
power this condition would not have
Trouble Is permitted to continue, serious that the niald and immediate effect of confronted us"
full,
true
flavour of the corn, not found in other corn flakes.
Swamp-Root, the great kidney, liver and
results may be expected.
We
believe
it.
because
it
is imposYour other organs may need •ttention— bladder remedy, is soon realized and that sible. But why
Second, they have a body and firmness that prevents softening in cream and
veil the awful truth'
but your kidneys should have attention its otanda the highest for its remarkable
vides a nourishing, satisfying breakfast dish that one can chew,- though deliciouproWhy spare the eering Democracy the
first because he work is most important. results in the most distressing cases.
sly
_
tender and crisp.Symptoms of Kidney Troub4.- _ chastisement It merits. fr-the Re-rubit you feel that your kidneys are the •,.
e
party
had
been
ti power.- War
rause or Yo
-ileaCkfiess or run down cons Swamp-Root is not recommend
et for wouldn't have dared txrbreak Out.
ditto commence, inking Dr. Kilmer's ever...thing but if don suffer
And third, the NEW POST TOASTIES do not waste in the package through
•
from annoyS's amp-Root. the great kidney, liver and 'tie bladder
frequently pepsins
crumbli
ng, like ordinary flakes.
bladder remedy. becl111, if it proves to be a ter night and day. smarting or irritaStinging Rebuke.
--the remedy you need and your kidneys tion in passing, brick-Just or se.linient,
We see by the papers that alruoct
Thousands of housewives have "discovered- these new and
begin to improve they will help all the headache, backache, lame hack, dizzi--%':
decid
decidedl
y better corn
sixty_ towns elected Republican corp.
-sabot orsaris so-/swats.
.-T--As
ness. peer digestion. ste.-piesness„ net-v.
kar
tcrthe open delight of husbands and children.
,-ott-flees, heart tlistm-1,ance due to bad ners as a singing rebuke to the adProvalency of Kidney Disease.
.•
kidney trouble, akin eruptions from bad nrinietratien*s handling of the Mexican
The NEW Toasties are crisper and
corn flakes, with better
tuat ion.-Colum bla State.
Mest people do not #reilize the alarm- blood, neuralgia;-• rheumat lam lumbago.
flavour, better body, and added economy.
Moat :nit. irreabilie%, worn out feeling,
ing inclease and remarkable preralency lack of ambition. mar be loss of flesh or
- Problem for R pubticans.
of ki:inc. disrase. While kidary
sallow complexion. kilneniatroiNe in its
Packed in paraffine-sealed cartons to preserve the delicious oven-crispness until
Many Republicans, of the straitest
01-.1..r11 are ai..orig the mnst eommen dis- worst form may lie stealing upon you.
sect Inuit be pore!
opened
at your table.
beatrxed in the 'exeases that prevail, they are almost the
Swamp-Root Is Pleasant to Take.
treme. -These . er"--erope. this
last recognized by patients, n,A0 arrysaCy
And remember—they're called
If you are already convinced that plethora of money, this monstroue
roe:rose themzeiret arab docrorirrg the Swamp-Root is what
lyeu need, you can etellmerre, thte revered busineme can't'
(Teas, whee tee crikinal disease eon- purchase the regular fifty-cent and one. really have crftneesader a
Teemocratie
stantiy Undermines the ea-stem.
dollar size bottles at all drug stores.
adnileistration. 'This so-much-talked•
et preset-Ake must he a
'adrem, le.
SPECIA NOTE -- ei may obtain a wirciple size bettie of SwerneTeot by enclosing
e ine It is Infen eents-ter;l4r-'fiventer.4 Co!: ftmgharnten. N. ye This tees you the opperfireity phantom of false nn-n
eonteivab
le that - Inc Vetted States
to prey* ti remarkable merit of th:si medicine. 'They wilLalso bend you a-hook of
e
yelanrIvie ininassiat.en. conteenne _reale of the thousands cif twalpfial tettrr, 'revived -can thrive
_.. ._ letterer-A..1i
C..,.. nos asid-woreen who s
isay they found Swamp-Ront to be j..c,t the rirmede needed ,Iff and -a RtkPublirat ea,etn high -Ies 1 --acInantrtr
t
attna - •
fa kiainet, er ao.L.1114:1
ovally.. The value and isuccerer of Ay eraiertaot are se
Sold by Grocers everywhere.
well known-tato our reCierr rivr&advised to send for•sample size bottle. Address De. aie=e----ocratiC proaperity'
Why the
..,,rase Is a contradiction.
Iiihnir &Co- Binghamton, N. Y. When writing be sure and mention this paper.

•

For Thrush
and Foot
Diseases
A.16.046

HANFORD'S
Balsam of Myrrh

All Dealers

CHILL TONIC
MALARIA CHF-Evost's
4-11

a absolutely guaranteed
ema, Ringworm, Tetter.
ase, or purchase price
ded. Sold everrebere
or write, A. B. Richards
ierman. Texas.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
tm•-t Prenan.: 42 of merit.
if.444 t., err:
deodrutr.
For Roston:se Color and
•uty to Gray or FodedHair
scrl r 44, 1.rxigyurta.

.!s Endorse It

irs of experimentation
a new remedy which
times more powerful
moving uric acid from
ou are suffering from
pains of rheumatism,
druggist and ask for
' -enure." put up by
• send 10c for a large
lerce's Favorite Pre?air women and Dr.
Medical Discovery
lave been favorably
vast forty years and
e standard remedies
as Doctor Pierce',
for the liver and
have a sample of any
iedies by writing Dr,;'
▪ Icie for-trod pack.

daintier than common

reek The Beef
P Matekee Whom.
AO Fare Nesse Cease

twine Cash Prices. r•-•
•

eleJurt no conson4,,...
50
16 to

Cia.:44 W.RINI
L Y.,or your owl

Three Points
of Superiority

THOUSANDS HAVE KIDNEY
TROUBLE AND DON'T KNOW IT

Uric Acid Troubles

wens
raw dis
I/ to da
15 to is
trot°
KM *bat
and gams
aged at
WSW\

Plants

I
I

EW POST TOASTIES
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TILE IEUREAT LEIDOBE. IIVILILAT, ET.
-gat

UTILIZING NIGH-PRICED MEAT

ARIZONA'S WOMAN SENATOR

•

• _ _
Nothing le Aitswediello-lio Waste,
Winer Asberie, ft la Shoetree
Slit .Red.

1111111MWilles

- •

Mrs rt alif'0111 Willard Muntis is •
Phis was
state senator in Arisen&
elected from Prescott and to chairman
of the committee on educallun ant
public institutines. she bass greeter
efiblYsel the work and has been trs,o
eel with groat vourteey by the
members, She has been callaii on
tvrtc••• fa- MVP% le the :senate.
Mr& Mena, was born It. l'allfornia
sad was reared In Nevada At the age
neon she weitt
Pittellelth M.---and-aorta-reel eits--iiterrea- t.
Marie
lute in the spring term of lea:. She
took a acientinc course and was /nide-

.

A good tenderloin weak may run Ili
seise today from 22 to 4u cents a
found;
round ct pile may be per.
ciunted for from 12 to 211 rents a
pound
Now which Is the greater
ecotioniv In handling the home pocketbook to purchase the r011idateek or
to Mimi lb. !sigh prised tenderloin,
eranunr
Tite cwlfe
within her power to
make it,. hilth-erteed tentierlein an

rations
These Three Women Tell How -They
the-Dreadful- Ordeal of

She serves It first aa a broiled steak.
With the remnants left Including the
-Vete and fit, there are yet eleven different ways in wtileh she ran make
palatable additional meals for her fem.
tiyintd-itot hare them fret that thew
_Monotony In their fried. When
Calighlw
- - ir34
/-yea
ar;; eIntrigaged* reachisa the tell rag and of that
atocklails-ti-Maalsineis
higlepriesel tenderloin file still has
end mining. Her husband was eight
By assIstleg
fertilizer for her garden, and the steak
11111r11 sheriff of Yavapal county.
nutrition le
Ite and Mrs. Munds are Democrats
has really cost her not more than
cremes the circulation. i avigorstes the
"I believe In suffrage for %omen because I think their Influence
seven cents a pound.
system, removes the waste matter sad
politics will he of great beet/tit to themselves and to the human race in
it hi all In knowinehow
r
to do it.
brightens you qp.
general," rays Mrs. Munds. "I ata c sirInceii that the women will form the and In this knowledge or the lack of it
spiritual balance so much needed In legislattirea - I hope to b..• _member Iles the fact that the Mother Is either
Of service to the public entillee it to a --of the next Democratic national convention. and If I int I shall writ% to get making or losing money for the home.
Pam with you.
a suffrage plank in the national platform."
The housewives of foreign count rise
Me and Mrs. Minds have one soneand two daughters.
have learned this lesson far hotter
thetn-Atnerieen women ..New York
Company
The
Tribune.
You csa get reruns in tablet form
for convenience

Catarrh means inflammation.
Inflammation is the stagnation
Win- WS
of blood-the gorging of the at-----Soon
after graddating she went to
circulation with impure blood.
Arizona where her family was located.
Of course yeti met be well wader
bautichas; -she +aright setroot twirytntre-antttrim
-*Ids roadeloa.

Operations.
_
Hospitals are great and necessary institutions, but they i11should be the last resort Tor women who suffer with
Pinkhant
the
in
Mc
on
letters
Many
sex.
their
to
peculiar
number of
Laboratory at Lynn, Mass.,Vrove that a great
4
an
submit-to
women after they have been recommended to
Pinkham's
E.
operation have been made well by Lydia
Here are three such letters., All
Vegetable Compound.
sick women should read them.

Peruna

Over 44 Years

&Makes

Sit

GREAT MAKER OF POWDER

en
us
mak
you,
efts
tell
Chi'

B_REAILAT O'S RES)

Someone down East has suggest- Quick Method of Making Hie Seen
that T. Coleman du Pont would be
Adopted by Thou Experlericsd
a good Men forth. Republicans to
In the Staginess.
f
7-1
nominate foiI. presidency, and to
c•
•
the people of Delaware, at lesiet_lite,,i, Two cakes yeast, one quirt lukewarm
Idea does not seem incongruous. Gen- Water, two tablespoonfuls sugar, two
eral du Pont it no fifty.two years lahleepoonfule lard or butter three
, old, active, wiry and aggressive, al- quartos of flour, one tablespoonful salt.
most nervously aggressive It may be
Dissolve yeast and sugar in luke' Nadi.'the type of man who knows warm water, add lited or butter, and
whatAht wants_ 44441-eat4-streight wa,y half the flour. Meat until enueittir then
etarts abeut it; the type of man, fur- add salt and balance or the flour, or
thermore, who possesses thorough enough to Make dough that can be
Diapepsin" - cures sick,
training- for Ida stank and wide ca- handled.- Knead Milli etnirftill and elasstomachs Th five minutes
per-Irma' In .doing it lie was born tic,_ Place in greased bowl, cover and
7
In
'Annoying-. Ky.. December IL 1861, set amide In a moderately warm place.
-Time
wen
.1114-entianb-40 -PontIlled Ellen tree-from drift UhtiI Hight-thent one
Mealy deem- put bad stomachs In
and one-half hours. Mold into loaves.
S. Coletnals„
_
order-"really does" overcome indigesAs a led he attettited Urbana uni- Place In well-greased breatipane,
tion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
versity in Ohio; then went to Boston. RIZ them half full Cover and let rise
Seurness in five minutes--that-j-tietwhere he studied at the t'hauncey one hour, or unfil doubled in bulk,
that--makes rape's Diapepsin the larschool. lie finally entered the Mae% take forty-five to Maly minutes.
gest soiling stomach reriliffift-TUfbe
sachusetts Institute Of Technology.
One cake of yeast may he used wiltt
world. If what you eat ferments- tutu
from -Witten lir- *MI 11111Y---graduated---geett-resenc.nat vetsiember the quickstubborn lumps, you belch gas and as an engineer lie at once began to practice his profession in large enter- er and stronger the fermentation the
eructate sour, undigested food and prise's In Pennsylvania.
better the bread. The best bread bak
acid; head Is dizzy and aches: breath
La'ter he took up the tithing of coal and in n ore, and still later the era have adopted quick methods.
foul, tanigue coated _your inside, fill
iduasislizart. SublicdnnhtlY_b.e tillered
with bile and indigestible waste, rebusiness, and finally. in 1902. became president of theindustry foundel
Chocolate Sausage.
member the moment . Pape's [Snipe*, more then- a century ago by his paternal ancendors-the manufacture of
One cupful of hitter grated choco--Sin" comes in contact with the stoma-It explosives. Ills interests continued to expand until they included banking. late, one cupful sugar, two: teaspoon.
such distress vanishes. It's truly railroad companies and- coal mining, and also active participation in politics. fills of vanilla extract, oge-fourth
t astonishing-almost marvelous, and
wietemeereeeme pound of almonds. one-half cupful of
' the Joy is its harmlessness.
wdered sugar and two whites of
A large fifty-cent ease of rapit'it Vie•*WM
. pepsin willsliive you a hundred dollars',
I
Blanch and chop the almonds into
very flue pite.es. Crush the. sugar with
worth of satisfaction.
KatTotitil City bank antho
When
a rolling pin on a baking board and
Its worth its weight in 'gold to men
that Charles A. Stone had
and women who can't getthetr stom- nounced
grate the chocolate. Beat up -the
$50,000,selected to pilot the new
whites of the eggs in a saucepan,
achsregulated. It belongs In your -bee-n
000 company known as the American
then heat them over the fire. and stir
home-should always be kept handy
International corporation, that has set
scab a spoon until warm
in case of eick, sour, upset stomach
Add/ the
Stself to the task of healing the financhocolate,
during the day or at night. It's the
sugar and almonds and stir
cial wounds that the wcrid suffers
1 until the mixture is hot. Remove from
Quickest.- surest and most harmless
as the result of the present war, pen
the fire, add the vanilla extiact, pour
stomach doctor in the world.-Adv.
mysterious
woril
that
outside
of
ple
the hot mixture on the powdered
circles'
Its easy to see through people who- known as "high financial
sugar and knead it on a baking board.
are always making spectacles di them- wanted to know who Mr. Stone was,
Form into a large sausage or several
prowhat
he
and
done
what
he
had
selves.
small ones. Allow to dry for 12 hours
posed doing.
then cut into slices. This 15 a deli
But when President Frank A.
Important to Mothers
clous sweetmeat.
Examine carefully every bottle Ot Vendetta's) of the National City bank
CASTORIA,a safe and sure remedy to' further announced that this same
Fudge That is Fudge.
Infants and children, and see that it Charles A Stone was -a vitalizer of
Two squares of chocolate, one and
.money" there was surprise as well as
Bears the
one-half cupfuls of sugar, one cupful
curiosity.
Signature or
of milk, melt these: a large piece of
his
•
of
fifty
twenty-live
years
For
In Ise For Over 30 Years.
butter, one teaspoonful of vanilla;
Mr. Stone htta-been- known through.
Children try Violietalheett Caatoria - oitii tüfié4nt±rwah& CatiAda.
forsww-w---ba0-4w,--wat
ha
_
•
after removing from the stove put a
one of America's foremost efficiency
When 41 comes ta making tinge Ia it
scant tablespoonful of cream in the
experts. Today there are fifty corporamen the mosiceee tuft in it with- the tions of the public utility kind
under his management-one for each year fudge and stir a few minutes_ This
doctor.
of his life. No matter hoe sick they were alien ,Mr. Stone got them his makes it smooth and creamy. Just
efficiency treatment made them whole and strong enough to go about their before the fudge is done put in a
enpful of chopped walnuts or one-hall
IMITATION IS - SINCEREST FLATTERY usual work
• but like counterfeit money the imitaI sometimes pour
His past twenty-five years have been very active because he is a con- cupful of raisins
tion has not the worth of the original. struction engineer as well
as an efficiency man-he has built factories, power half the fudge on a buttered dish and
Insist cin ''La Creole- flair Dressing- plants and
over that a layer of marshmallows.
the like.
its-the original. Darkens your hair in
..then the rest of the fudge.-Bostor
the natural way, but contains no dye
Globe.'
Price 51.00.-Adv.
its Nature.
"i make a point of looking up lead
sly trees.'That's a very chatty businelle.'

Marinette, Wie,-•-"I went-to-itit-doetor and.
operation for a female
be told me I must have an
trouble, and I hated to have it done as I had been
have terrible
married only a short time. I would
all the
were-cold
feet
and
hands
iny
end
it*
Comline. I took Lydia E. Piiikliam's Vegetable
pound and was cured, and I feel better in every
wey. I give you permisskin to_publish my name
became, I am no thankful that .1 feel well again."
-Mrs. Fumy Mumma,Marinette, Wis.

.

C41

.$

'
E.
Detroit, Mich.-" When I first took LO
Pluktuim's Vegetal& Compound I was so run down
do anything, and our doctor
with female troubles that I could not
operation. I could hardly -walk
said I would have to undergo an
Compound and what
without help so when I read about the Vegetable
t_o• it. -1 gut s•bottle of
seciuld
I
thought
others.,
I
for
done
It, bad
anda paMige of
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
according to directions..
Puikham's Sanative Wash and used them
all my work and lam welL!
They helped me and today Iam able to do
Etv,t, Detroit, Mich.
-Mrs. Taos. Dente, 989 Milwaukee Ave.,

ENDS DYSPEPSIA,
- INDIGESTION, GAS

"Pape's

'sour

If
4

4p

eci

at.

_

to

-

•,
-

terrible
I suffered more than tongue can tell with
Bellevue,
doctors and
several,
tried
I
intisuunation.
betting down pains-and
I never could get well without
they all told me the same story; that
thought of that. I also fried
the
dreaded
just
and
I
operation
an
recommended to-me and none
good many other medicines that were
me to give Lydia E. Pink.:
tired
ad
frienda
until
of them helped me
helped,1 kept
ham's VegetableAtmpound a trial. The first bottle
to Week any more and+
taking it and now I don't know vi-hitt itle
old am! weigh 146 pounds.am picking tiplei weight. lam 20 years
I- can have the oppor..
if
me
to
pleasure
greatest
It will be the
woman."-Miss Iingss
suffering
other
'unity to recommend it to any
FliOsticueit, 1923 Manhattan St., North Side, Bellevue, Pa.
weeia-Ukaapaelatadideawrite_WiadlitE.Pinkbell)
if yes
letter will be °penes',
Med.Co.(confidential).Lynn, Mass. Your
strict confidence.
read and answered by a woman and - beld in

Compliments Exchanged.
•
•
wild I Constipation
fartiwr
A lee. days after
pig tee it neighbor.. he chanced 0,
his phicr4i104 4isaw -14444ttle b"'
sitting on the edge ,of the Idgeen,
Prompt Relief-Permanent Cure
Watching its new eacetipant
"Ilow &ye eto, Johnny," Nail' he CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never
"flow's your pig toelaer
"OW pretty well. thank yea," oette,e0fail. Purely vegetable -act surely
the boy. "How's all your folks?"but gently on
I farrier's.
ITTLE
the liver. ,
IVER
5teree after.
PILLS.
d.nner dis.
ALWAYS Ili< YOUR BEST
tress cure
indigestion,
As to Your Hair and Skin by Using
improve the complexion,brighten the eyes.
Cuticura. Trial Free.
SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE,SMALL PRICE.

Vanishes Forever

STONE VITALIZER Of-:=MONEY

_

e-`•

•

'Ns\

Insults and pine are best swallowed '
without chewion_

Dou't weir, -along with a bad
back. Get rid of it. It's a sign you
haven't tainen care of 'yourselfhaven't had enoeigh air, exercise
and sleep. Probable- this has u-;set your kidneys. Get back to sensible-habittn- and- gi-V4 -the kidney-s
kRilley -backache,
help. Then. If
the dizziness, lameness and tiredness will disappear: Cse Doan s
idney Pills- the, best recommended kidney remedy.

A-Tennessee-Cams

:7,
"
-num
1"13
"PaalikP41681119!
"
.0
- -lion.
"
.. 7
-i rl-T
,114 it rifrorr•
Lexington.
St•
•••
•
1
Tenn., ears -I was
...4‘ -tack
.....
ahed with kidney complaint afri
.1S- ft
- a, 4•
.
r$1
"
....-..rer
,plat....-back were .-• c 1
Dtle!ortt;
T'
1
.. '-N '
'
didn't help • •
...'4 t
I got so nnr..,qa. I ,
, ii
sleep. I
couldn't
c‘ i I o s t twenty-five
.i
pounds; in weight
and w a a Wallet
belptecs. -Tn. nret
..
box of e.oan's. Kidney i't' hetneel me
four boxes reetered me to healsta.
-I bereave- surterea siill$411"
Get Dotes at Asap Seem.line•Sea

Versailles Custard.
Cook a cup of granulated sugar over
' a hot fire until it becomes caramel.
In the phalaex of brilliant pen Turn quickly into your baling dish.
orals who surround and support Gen. moving it so as to coat the sides and
oral Joffre, the generalissimo of the bottotri with the mixture.
This inust
French army. General Foch oecuples be done quickly. ai the caramel hard- Most
a place In the front few
It is gen- ens rapidly. Make a custard as usual.
erally admitted that it is General Foch turn into your well-coated -dish
Kidney, Bladder and all Uric Acid Troubles
and A 7Ve4- Remedy _fur
.
..
.
$
.
who would be called upon to replaca bake until firm in the'
center,Chill
.Dr.
Eberle.
and
Dr.
Braithwaite
as (threes many years of eipertmentatioli
Genet-al Joffre should circumstances thoroughly: To serve turn out on a
well as Dr. Simon- all distinguished has discovered a new remedy which
suddenly require it.
glass dish. The caramel gives a de. Authors-agree that whatever may be is thirty-seven
times more powerful
General Fos'h was horn in Tarbes. licious flavor arid makes- a splendia.
the disease, the urine seldom fails in than lit hia in removing uric acid from
ilautee Pyrenees. in la51. Made cap- , settee.
_
furnir
altoit
us
with
a
vitt
,
t
o
the, whet.- the syetens. If you are .suffering from --'
__
•T••••0•04,
•
-rtes nvon winch It is to be treWted; backachOor-the pains-tie theumatiainc
became prefessor at the military acadand accurate knowledge concerning go 'to your best druggist and ask for
Hash With Eggs.
my,where hé.had an'opportunity to
This is delicious
One cupful oi the nature of disease Cfrl thus be ob- a 50 cent box of -*Anwar" put up by develop such theories as -he held dear. boiled ham. chopped fine, one cupful of tained. If backache, scalding urine or -Doctor Pierce. or send Plc for a large
.When war broke out he was in potato, mashed or chopped. one cupful frequent urination bother or distress trial pcit'g. Dr, Pierce's Favorite Procommand of the Tweetteth army of cracker or bread crumbs; season you. or if uric acid in the blood has scription for weak women and Dr.
Pierre's Golden Medical Discovery
Lorpast aAtv. Arts, flghting-i-nlaor- Well: mix -all-together-with-water. put -caused rheumatism. gout or
rhino General Foch took command of In a deep plate, smooth it over and or you suspect kidney - or bladder Tor the Vootiltave been favorably
trouble just write Dr. Pierce at the known fe.r the past forty years and
the Ninth army at the battle of the then make little dents in the top large
Surgical Institute, Buffalo. N. Y.: send more. They ale standard remedies
Marne, in ti;' region of Sezanne, at enough to hold an egg Put it in the a sample of urine and describe
symp- Zo-day-as well as Doctor Pierce's
altry-le-Fralicois, where, as leader of oven and heat it through, thee remove toms. You will receive tree medical Pleasant Pellets for the liver
and
Men.-The fneraTellitIth1ities that and'dropag egg in each of the places a
itTfiTr,13-1.-19irces ibernist has Iniar-eTiT'Ttiffitirr
sample of any
the getrraliFkiniii. 444,„ilame:thee lu find return it to-the-.sees...t.ili-the-egge ..-e3Allitafid 014_11/111. -thlii_will he Care- one of.these.remedle4 by writing Dr."
fully done withrest charge, and you Pierce, and 'sending 10.c for trial pack.
entire group or arraliefil operatine-In the ate cooked.'
will be under no obligation.. Dr. Fierce ate.
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to
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Vie
Idiot
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LS W ilk
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Eminent Medical Authorities Endorse ft

Veal Salad.
laWiee....whetane-finisheel
with a roast of veal:. Cut up veal in
dice, also bun-ch of celery diced, place
on bed of lettuce leaves.-, Pour over
dressing place a few olives: stuffed
ones with red peppers look attractive
and add a delicate,flavor. too, by chopetug in a few with the salad.'

-Neer--setreirtr-it-wit-tisr-stiWWnitrtlitr
----Now to Wasteatenedravet.
- To wash a Shetland shawl. make al shape and size you wish
to beepiwit
good lather of soap and, lukewarm firmly doun, and sprinkle well with
water and press and squeeze the shawl- cola *titer
When dry it should look like new.
in this till clean. but do not rub soap
on it. Then rins in ,iwo lots of weak
•
Not Quite.
suds of the same temperature
"Pa. were. the Wigton Emergency
Rinsing In weak, suds makes the
shawl look fleffy and new, but if rinsed Men iilicemen?"
-or course not. What makes Toe
In clean Water it win be -spoiled. After
_
_
the boat fleeing,preis out what water ask - tbatr
Dlegv"
.1
vtlaisr
----\
ileicituse our teacher said they were
ou ran opcitAiStaill-Itrurr"........1Thlys
and thfifiw ft in .i- helif.ow
Eft MILItURINI-CP•aelltiFEALO. N. If. .a- Clean sheet pinned fe thoseitonr, good at a pine-b-loateilk. retina.
-••••
:
(arming
-

I

r

Signature

-1

'Stop That-Ache!

-

Genuine must bear

Natural History.
Tutor - Listen, Harold' The' camel
can go eight days without water. Isn't
that wonderful"
"Hunt's Cure" is absolutely guaranteed
Student-Not very-you ought to to cure
Itch, Eczema, Ringworm, Tetter.
hear Charlie Brown tell onel-Judge
or any Skin Disease, or purchase price
cneerfully refunded. Sold everywbert
for 60c. a box, or write, A. B. Richards
DON'T SNIFFLE!
You can rid yourself of that cold In Medicine Co., Sherman. Texas.
the head by taking Laxative Quinidine
Tablets. Price 25c, Also used in
RKER'S
'cases of La Grippe and for severe
HAIR L1ALSAM
headaches. Renieraber thaL-Ad.v.
A tm
prepftra, ..f rrit.
11..I•o• ers+11. as,$1au dr utr.
For Roaring Color and
A recent official estimate nave VenetytoGeosor Faded Hair
eic.. awl St •firocsurta
zuela a population of 2.iz12.668.
•
-

f

- Plies Relieved by First Application
And cur•d in Gtr Ts days 1,e I. AZO 017..1'341.NT
tt.e aniver.al iem•dr frr
forms of Pilei
fa:rarelia
moue, if it Valli •-...4

•

The Soap to cleanse and purify, the
Ointment to soothe and heal. Tbese
fragrant, super-creamy emollients preserve the natural purity and beauty
of the skin under conditions which. If
neglected. tend to produce a state of
Irritation and disfigurement.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Address postcard. Cuttcura. Dept. L.

!OHRE'S MAIN RELIANCE

Jealousy is your verdict against
your ow charms and in favor of your
rivals. --
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New Treatment for Bronchitis,
Asthma, Catarrh and Head Colds
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NOT TRUE PATRIOTS
—

Put Party Before

T.

IF HAIR TRATIPUTSACIE TEA
Dent Look Old! Try Grandmother%
Pieties to Derken and Beautify
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UGH! CALOMEL MAKES Ell SICK1
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Cuts, Lameness,
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wash off with more Restnol Soap and where you have to lend to your cue
Thrush, Old Sores,
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purchases, and evidently that policy
clear cold water to close the pore.
Nail Wounds, Foot Rot,
Do this once or twice a day, and you cannot go on Indefinitely."
Fistula, Bleeding, Etc., Etc.
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Ec-Zene Kills Eczema.
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TRY THIS EASY WAY
CLEAR YOUR SKIN
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e" is absolutely guaranteed
Eczema, Ringworm, Tetter.
Disease, or purchase price
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ox, or write, A. B. Richards
Sherman. Texas.
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Three Points
of Superiority

THOUSANDS flAVE KIDNEY
TROUBLE AND DON'T KNOW IT

trial of the NEW POST TOASTIES, made in our spotless pure-food
factories,
their pronounced superiority. . A distinguishing characteristic being
the presence of tiny little puffs on each delicatefr toasted flake.
.- First, a splendid
flavour is developed in the NEW POST TOASTIES; the
full, true flavour of the corn, not _found in other corn flakes.
Second, they have a body and firmness that prevents softening in cream and provides a nourishing, satisfyir.g breakfast dish that one can chew, though deliciously
tender and crisp.
And third, the NEW POST TOASTIE-S do not waste in the package through
crumbling, like ordinary
Thousands of housewives have "discovered"
and decidedly better corn
flakes to the open delight of husbands and children.
The NEW Toasties are crisper and daintier than common corn flakes, with better
-. -fittiour, better
and added economy.%
Packed in paraffinc-sealel cartons to preserve the delicious oven-crispness until
opened at your table.
And remember—they're called
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All of the pith of the argument ernment, and subject, with men, Best copy book by girl-Demo
for woman suffrage is put into to a common political destiny, Allbritton, Murray.
Hopkineville, Ky., Jan. 10.the press abstract of the report-They are eltleens tn alL Other --test recitation by girt under'Judge J. T. Hanbery has authorof the senate suffrage committee respects. Together with the inert 10 years-Ola Brown, Hazel
feed the following etatement reBest recitation by girl over 12
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